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Chapter 1
A Brief History of Silicene
Research on silicene shows a fast and steady growth that has increased our tool-box
of novel 2D materials with exceptional potential applications in materials science.
Especially after the experimental synthesis of silicene on substrates in 2012 has at-
tracted substantial interest from both theoretical and experimental community. Ev-
ery day, new people from various disciplines join this rapidly growing field. The
aim of this book is to serve as a fast entry to the field these newcomers and as a
long-living reference to the growing community. To achieve this goal, the book is
designed to emphasize the most crucial developments from both theoretical and ex-
perimental points of view since the start of the silicene field with the first theoretical
paper proposing the structure of silicene. We provide the general concepts and ideas
such that the book is accessible to everybody from graduate students to senior re-
searchers and we refer the reader interested in the details to the relevant literature. In
the next paragraphs, we present a brief history of silicene where we highlight, in the
chronological order, the important works that shaped our understanding of silicene.
The atomic and electronic structure of the materials that we now call silicene and
germanene was investigated for the first time by Takeda and Shiraishi, a decade be-
fore graphene was obtained by exfoliation from the parent graphite crystal (Takeda
and Shiraishi, 1994). Using density functional theory (DFT) (Hohenberg and Kohn,
1964), they have shown that it is energetically favorable for silicene and germanene
to become buckled instead of staying planar, as carbon atoms do in the case of
graphene. The band structure of silicene was also reported but there was no em-
phasis on the linear crossing at the Fermi level, namely the Dirac cone. This vi-
sionary paper was ignored for almost a decade for two main reasons. First, there
was a common belief that these two-dimensional (2D) materials cannot exist in na-
ture (Peierls, 1934; Landau, 1937; Mermin, 1968). Second, it was hard to believe
that silicon could acquire an sp2-like hybridization because it always preferred sp3
hybridization (Fagan et al., 2000).
In 2004, a monolayer of carbon atoms named graphene was isolated from
graphite, the layered bulk allotrope of carbon (Novoselov et al., 2004). This left
no doubt about the stability of 2D materials. However, later it was discovered that
graphene possesses long-wavelength mechanical oscillations (Meyer et al., 2007)
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which are the manifestation of the fact that pure 2D crystals are indeed thermo-
dynamically unstable (Peierls, 1934; Landau, 1937; Mermin, 1968). Graphite was
not the only layered material. The monolayer counterparts of other layered mate-
rials like hexagonal boron nitride, metal dichalcogenides and metal oxides were
also peeled off or synthesized and studied in detail. The layers of these materials
are formed by strong covalent bonds while they are kept together by weak van der
Walls interactions. The isolation of these layers has opened a possibility of combin-
ing these layers in a desired order to create the so-called van der Walls heterostruc-
tures that can be engineered to have novel properties (Geim and Grigorieva, 2013;
Gao et al., 2012).
Besides being a stable 2D material with impressive mechanical properties (which
is also true for the BN monolayer) like having 1.0 terapascal Young’s modulus while
being extremely flexible (Lee et al., 2008), graphene also attracted huge interest due
to the linearly crossing bands at the Fermi level that allow its electrons to behave as
if they have no mass (Novoselov et al., 2005). The rise of graphene triggered interest
in other possible group IV 2D materials like silicene, germanene and stanene (also
written stannene, but rarely, from stannum in Latin, or sometimes called tinene) that
would have similar electronic structures. However, they lack a layered parent bulk
counterpart like graphite. Synthesis of these 2D materials that lacked bulk counter-
part has required a more bottom-up approach, like growing them epitaxially on top
of a substrate.
In 2005, silicene (the 2D allotrope of silicon) started to appear in several theoreti-
cal and experimental studies. Self-aligned one dimensional (1D) structures of silicon
(see Fig. 1.1) were synthesized on Ag(110) surface (Le´andri et al., 2005). Guy Le
Lay, gave the kick to this study by noticing novel quantized states in the sp region
of silver during the angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measure-
ments at the Elettra synchrotron radiation source in Trieste, Italy, and inferred the
presence of 1D objects prior to their observation in STM imaging. He took inspi-
ration from his earlier work of the reverse system in which Ag was deposited onto
silicon surfaces (Le Lay, 1983). The same year, Durgun et al. investigated Si nan-
otubes which were based on the buckled geometry of silicene reported by Takeda
and Shiraishi (Durgun et al., 2005).
In 2007, the planar structure of silicene was investigated using tight-binding
Hamiltonians (Guzma´n-Verri and Lew Yan Voon, 2007). In this study, it was em-
phasized that, similar to graphene, the planar structure of silicene would also exhibit
linearly crossing bands at the Fermi level. The name ”silicene” was used for the first
time in this study. In 2009, Lebe´gue and Eriksson investigated the electronic prop-
erties of several 2D materials including planar structures of silicene and germanene
using first-principles DFT calculations (Lebe´gue and Eriksson, 2009). Similar to the
tight binding results mentioned above, their calculations showed that planar silicene
had linear bands crossing at the Fermi level. However, planar germanene was found
to be a poor metal since the conduction band was partially filled around the Γ -point
which shifted the Fermi level below the linear crossing at the K-point. This study
revived interest in group IV 2D materials beyond graphene but it was unfortunate
that the authors adopted the planar structure of silicene and germanene which was
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Fig. 1.1 15×15 nm2 STM image recorded at 5K (V = ±0.05 V, I = 200 nA) of the quasi perfect
grating with a pitch of just 2 nm, formed by self-assembled symmetry breaking silicene nanorib-
bons, 1.6 nm in width. Adapted from Fig. 2 of (Ronci et al., 2010).
shown to be energetically less favorable compared to the buckled one (Takeda and
Shiraishi, 1994).
In the meantime, after waiting almost a year in the review process, Cahangirov
et al. reported a study that answered the question of whether silicon could adopt
an sp2-like hybridization to make a stable free-standing 2D structure (Cahangirov
et al., 2009). They have calculated phonon dispersions for both planar and buckled
silicene. Planar silicene clearly had imaginary frequencies indicating structural in-
stability, while all phonon modes were positive for the buckled silicene. This meant
that buckled silicene had restoring forces to any possible deformation while pla-
nar silicene was unstable. They have also emphasized that although buckling was
lowering the symmetry of the system, the remaining hexagonal symmetry of the
lattice was enough to preserve the linearly crossing bands at the Fermi level. Fur-
thermore, they have shown that similar to their graphene counterparts, armchair
silicene nanoribbons displayed the family behavior in the band gap variation with
respect to their widths (Cahangirov et al., 2010). This work boosted many theo-
retical and experimental investigations on silicene and other 2D materials beyond
graphene (Sahin et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2013a).
10 1 A Brief History of Silicene
On the experimental side, Le Lay et al. continued to study deposition of silicon
onto Ag substrates (De Padova et al., 2008b,a; Kara et al., 2009; Le Lay et al., 2009).
Now their work was clearly inspired by the theoretically predicted stability of sili-
con structures with sp2-like hybridization and their promising electronic properties.
They have also discovered that what they thought to be silicon nanowires were in
fact silicene nanoribbons epitaxially grown on Ag(110) surface. Using DFT calcula-
tions they were able to reveal the detailed atomic structure of these silicene nanorib-
bons. Their work continued to build up the idea of a possible formation of monolayer
silicene on Ag substrates (Aufray et al., 2010; De Padova et al., 2010). ARPES mea-
surements that they performed along the silicene nanoribbons showed linear bands
in the vicinity of the Brillouin zone boundary (De Padova et al., 2010). These linear
bands were interpreted as pi-states of zigzag silicene nanoribbons (De Padova et al.,
2011).
A gold rush started to synthesize 2D silicene. In 2010, ignoring Guy Le Lay’s
reservations, some of his former co-workers in Marseille published a letter on the
“epitaxial growth of a silicene sheet” on a Ag(111) substrate. This letter was based
solely on STM topographs with a highly perfect, nearly flat honeycomb appearance
but incredibly short lattice parameter, without a single defect on areas of several hun-
dred nm2! This letter has been a nuisance, creating continuing confusion, although
the graphene-like honeycomb appearance was proved to be just an illusion: a mere
mirage originating from a contrast reversal in STM imaging of a bare Ag(111) sur-
face (Le Lay et al., 2012). All this perfectly illustrated the famous quote of Luigi
Galvani: “for it is easy in experimentation to be deceived, and to think one has seen
and discovered what one has desired to see and discover”.
Research on 2D materials received another boost in 2010 after the Nobel Prize in
Physics was awarded to Geim and Novoselov for their work on graphene. Silicene
acted as a role model for the possibility of other 2D materials beyond graphene.
While synthesis of silicene was still expected, theoretical works on silicene con-
tinued to progress. Several works investigated the atomic and electronic properties
of fully hydrogenated silicene, named silicane (Houssa et al., 2011; Garcia et al.,
2011; Osborn et al., 2011). The carbon counterpart, named graphane, had been al-
ready synthesized (Elias et al., 2009) and studied theoretically (Sofo et al., 2007).
On the other hand, differences between silicene and graphene started to attract
some interest. One such difference was originating from the lowered symmetry in
silicene due to buckling. Using ab initio calculations, it has been shown that it is pos-
sible to tune the band gap of silicene and germanene by applying an electric field
in perpendicular direction to the sheets (Ni et al., 2012; Drummond et al., 2012).
They concluded that this property could be used to build field effect transistors that
can operate at room temperature. Another important difference between graphene
and silicene is the strength of the spin-orbit coupling. In the case of graphene, the
spin-orbit coupling is so weak that the quantum spin Hall effect (QSHE) can only
occur at unrealistically low temperatures (Kane and Mele, 2005; Yao et al., 2007).
Silicene, on the other hand, was shown to preserve its topologically nontrivial elec-
tronic structure despite buckling and to be able to host the QSHE up to 18 K, thanks
to the larger spin-orbit coupling in silicon atoms (Liu et al., 2011a,b). In the case of
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Fig. 1.2 The “flower pattern” with six bright protrusions per 4×4 unit cell (with respect to
Ag(111)) seen in STM images of the 3×3 reconstructed underlying honeycomb silicene mono-
layer (bottom right corner) and the way it adapts on Ag(111) (top left corner) to form the 3×3/4
×4 (inserted LEED pattern) configuration. Adapted from Fig. 4 of (Vogt et al., 2012).
germanene, the QSHE could occur at even higher temperatures up to 277 K and this
grows even further for stanene, the tin based analogue, another stable 2D material
of the same family that has been synthesized much recently (Zhu et al., 2015).
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In 2012, the first compelling experimental evidence for the existence of silicene
was reported (Vogt et al., 2012). In this study, they deposited silicon on top of an
Ag(111) substrate instead of Ag(110). As a result, a monolayer of silicene with
3×3 reconstruction was formed, although not directly imaged. The 3×3 supercell
of silicene was perfectly matched with the 4×4 supercell of the Ag(111) surface.
Looking from a distance, the STM image consisted of bright spots arranged in a
honeycomb lattice, but, zooming in, it was clear that actually each bright spot was
formed by three protruding Si atoms making up the so called “flower pattern”, i.e., a
3×3 reconstructed silicene cell, as shown in Fig. 1.2. Having in mind an underlying,
hidden, silicene honeycomb structure, Vogt et al. were able reproduce the experi-
mentally observed STM pattern by geometry optimization using DFT calculations.
It turns out, as will be seen in more details below, that silicene, on all templates used
for growth until now, is always reconstructed: the 1×1 primitive cell has not yet
been observed. The reason is that the first silicene layer conforms to the substrate
by changing its lattice parameter and buckling with respect to free standing silicene
to find commensurate epitaxial structures. Furthermore, Vogt et al. did ARPES mea-
surements in which they have detected linear surface bands (i.e. non-dispersing with
the perpendicular component of the wave vector) starting at 0.3 eV below the Fermi
level and extending down to -3 eV with a Fermi velocity of 1.3×106 m/s when sil-
icene was present on the surface. No such state was detected on the bare Ag(111)
surface in the absence of silicene on top.
Later in the very same year, two more groups reported the experimental realiza-
tion of silicene using either Ag(111) surface (Feng et al., 2012a) or ZrB2(0001) sur-
face (Fleurence et al., 2012) as a substrate. Besides the aforementioned 3×3 recon-
structed superstructure, Feng et al. reported other phases that would emerge when
the experimental conditions were varied. In particular, a
√
3×√3 reconstructed sil-
icene structure with a lattice constant of 0.64 nm was observed. This value is ∼5%
lower than the number that one would get by multiplying the 1×1 unitcell lattice
constant by
√
3. The STM image of this structure had bright spots arranged in a
honeycomb lattice with
√
3×√3 periodicity. Further deposition of silicon resulted
in a second layer of
√
3×√3 reconstructed silicene grown on top of the first one.
This was interpreted as an evidence that
√
3×√3 structure was intrinsic to silicene
and was not dictated by the interaction with the Ag substrate. This claim was further
supported by the fact that the shrunk lattice constant of the
√
3×√3 structure could
not be matched by anything on the Ag(111) surface. Although an atomic model for
the
√
3×√3 structure was proposed, it could not explain why the structure was
shrinking (Feng et al., 2012a; Chen et al., 2012). Later, the same group reported
STS measurements on the
√
3×√3 structure (Chen et al., 2012). They have ob-
served wavelike quasiparticle interference patterns near the boundaries of islands
formed by the second
√
3×√3 silicene layer grown on top of the first one. This
suggested the intervalley and intravalley scattering of charge carriers. Furthermore,
they have shown that the wavelength of the quasiparticle interference was changing
linearly with respect to the applied voltage. This was attributed to a Dirac-like be-
havior of electrons close to the Fermi level and the Fermi velocity calculated from
the slope of this line was reported to be (1.2±0.1)×106m/s which was in agreement
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with ARPES results for monolayer silicene (Vogt et al., 2012) and also with those
for multilayer silicene nanoribbons (De Padova et al., 2012) on Ag(110) surfaces.
Note that, here the Fermi velocity was obtained from the empty states, at variance
with ARPES measuring the filled states.
Upon experimental realization, silicene became a focus of attention and was
dubbed “graphene’s silicon cousin” (Nature Research Highlights, 2012; Brumfiel,
2013). It’s exotic electronic structure was explored in a further detail (Ezawa, 2012).
In 2013,
√
3×√3 reconstructed silicene was synthesized on yet another metallic
substrate, this time Ir(111) (Meng et al., 2013). Meanwhile, the nature of the linear
bands of silicene on Ag(111) observed in experiments became a hot debate (Lin
et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2013b; Arafune et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2013c; Wang and
Cheng, 2013; Guo et al., 2013; Cahangirov et al., 2013; Gori et al., 2013). Some
part of the community continued to interpret them as Dirac Fermions originating
from silicene while others claimed that they were sp bands of bulk Ag. Each side
had reasonable arguments to support their view. The measured Fermi velocity and
the range in which the linear bands were extending were to large compared to what
was expected from silicene. On the other hand, the linear bands disappeared when
silicene was not on top of the Ag substrate. Although this debate is still not fully
resolved, there is a growing consensus that the linear bands are originating from the
hybridization between silicene and Ag states. Indeed, to put the exotic electronic
structure of silicene in use one needs to synthesize it on semiconducting substrates.
This seems to remain as a challenge for experimentalists in years to come. Yet, this
most probably will be achieved, provided a good template is used. A first indication
is the growth of 2D Si nanosheets with local hexagonal structure on a MoS2 surface
(Chiappe et al., 2014).
Meanwhile, De Padova et al. continued studying multilayer silicene (De Padova
et al., 2012, 2013a; Vogt et al., 2014). They interpreted the
√
3×√3 reconstructed
structure as the bilayer silicene, since it would usually appear as islands on top of the
3×3 phase (De Padova et al., 2013a). Using STM they found the √3×√3 surface
to be ∼2 A˚ above the 3×3 surface. It was shown that √3×√3 reconstruction was
preserved when further layers were grown (Vogt et al., 2014). The distance between
consecutive
√
3×√3 surfaces was measured to be ∼3 A˚. Interestingly, they have
found that the multilayer silicene was metallic.
Although, the
√
3×√3 reconstruction with shrunk lattice constant and honey-
comb STM appearance was observed in many experiments its atomic structure was
still a mystery. In 2014, Cahangirov et al. proposed a model that could explain these
experimental observations (Cahangirov et al., 2014b). They have shown that for-
mation of the 3×3 structure on Ag(111) substrate was energetically favorable, but
sending more Si atoms on top of this already formed 3×3 structure would trans-
form it to a
√
3×√3 structure through formation of dumbbell units. The dumbbell
units were formed spontaneously whereby a new-coming Si atom would push one
of the silicene atoms down and make the same connections itself on the top (Kaltsas
and Tsetseris, 2013; O¨zc¸elik and Ciraci, 2013; Marutheeswaran et al., 2014). It is
energetically favorable for dumbbell units to arrange themselves in a
√
3×√3 hon-
eycomb lattice and to shrink the lattice constant down to 0.64 nm which is exactly
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what was measured in experiments. Later, it was shown that upon further deposition
of Si atoms new layers with
√
3×√3 reconstruction would form ultimately lead-
ing to a bulk structure that they named layered dumbbell silicite (Cahangirov et al.,
2014a).
After many experimental advances in silicene research, a new goal was set: to
synthesize germanene and stanene. However, it was not possible to synthesize ger-
manene onto Ag(111) because Ge tends to make an ordered Ag2Ge surface alloy.
Instead, Da´vila et al. deposited germanium on top of the Au(111) surface (Da´vila
et al., 2014). Although they observed several coexisting phases, a
√
3×√3 ger-
manene cell matched with a
√
7×√7 Au(111) one was the best fitting structure
to their experimental data and DFT calculations. More work needs to be done to
fully characterize the growth and structure of germanene on Au(111) surface. Yet,
the progress is very rapid and just at the beginning of 2015, Derivaz et al. managed
to synthesize at only 80°C a unique, 2×2 reconstructed, germanene phase on the
aluminum (111) surface (Derivaz et al., 2015). Much recently, stanene was synthe-
sized by molecular beam epitaxy on Bi2Te3(111) substrate (Zhu et al., 2015). The
atomic and electronic characterization of stanene was made by STM and ARPES
measurements that showed good agreement with DFT calculations.
In 2015, while this book was still in development, the first silicene field-effect
transistor was fabricated and was shown to operate at room temperature (Tao et al.,
2015). To achieve this, they have first synthesized silicene on top of a thin silver
film on mica and covered it in situ by a thin alumina layer. Then they delaminated
the silver film, flipped the whole structure upside down, and etched some part of the
silver until silicene was reached. This resulted in a silicene strip with two Ag pads on
top that acted as metal electrodes. This study attracted huge interest and was praised
as a “proof of principle” for usage of silicene in electronic devices (Peplow, 2015;
Le Lay, 2015). Clearly, on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of Moore’s law, it is
a hallmark in the quest for 2D materials for electronic applications (Schwierz et al.,
2015).
Chapter 2
Freestanding Silicene
Obtaining a freestanding 2D graphene flake is relatively easy because it has a nat-
urally occurring 3D layered parent material, graphite, made up of graphene layers
weakly bound to each other by van der Waals interaction. In fact, graphite is en-
ergetically more favorable than diamond (one the most stable and hard materials
on Earth) that is the sp3 hybridized allotrope of carbon. To prepare freestanding
graphene, it is enough to come up with a smart procedure for isolating the weakly
bound layers of graphite. The same is also true for other layered materials like
hexagonal boron nitride, black phosphorus, metal dichalcogenides and oxides. Sil-
icene, on the other hand, doesn’t have a naturally occurring 3D parent material since
silicon atoms prefer sp3 hybridization over sp2 hybridization. This makes the syn-
thesis of freestanding silicene very hard, if not impossible. However, it is possible to
epitaxially grow silicene on metal substrates and make use of its intrinsic properties
by transferring it to an insulating substrate (Tao et al., 2015). In this Chapter, we
focus on intrinsic properties of freestanding silicene in the absence of the metallic
substrate.
2.1 Reconstructions of bulk silicon surfaces
Synthesis of 2D crystal structures can be achieved through various experimental
techniques such as chemical vapor deposition, micromechanical cleavage, liquid ex-
foliation and dry exfoliation. Whether it is grown on a surface or cleaved from bulk,
the atomic structure of a natural 2D material resembles one of its crystallographic
surfaces and planes. Therefore, to apprehend the formation and unique features of
silicene, understanding the properties of various surfaces of bulk silicon is essential.
A surface can be described as the truncated form of the bulk material. In case of
a crystal, the surface region is defined as the few outermost layers of the material.
For covalently bonded crystals, when the truncation takes place, the presence of
dangling bonds at the surface, that contain less than two spin-paired electrons, is
inevitable at the surface. Due to the presence of such dangling bonds the structural,
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Fig. 2.1 (Left panel) View of unreconstructed surfaces of silicon through the (11¯0) plane. Atomic
arrangements at (110) and (111) surfaces are shown in the mid and right panels, respectively.
electronic and magnetic properties at the surface may become significantly different
from those of the bulk material.
The space lattice of bulk silicon, which has a diamond structure, is face-centered
cubic. In this structural arrangement, where each Si atom is tetrahedrally bonded to
neighboring atoms, some crystallographic planes display quite different structural
properties. Noteworthy, as seen in Fig. 2.1, especially the buckled hexagonal sym-
metry of the Si(111) surface exactly resembles the monolayer honeycomb lattice
structure of silicene. The formation of a Si(111) surface is energetically the most
favorable one. Since the Si(111) surface has the lowest density of dangling bonds, it
has the lowest surface energy. Therefore, since formation of such a surface is favored
over the other types of surfaces, the natural cleavage plane and growth direction of
bulk Si can be expected to be [111] direction.
When a surface is formed, firstly surface atoms tend to change their atomic po-
sition inward or outward slightly a phenomenon called surface relaxation. Further-
more, the presence of dangling bonds at the surface results in an unstable atomic
order and these atoms tend to change their position to find the lowest energy con-
figuration. Such a structural transformation driven by the dangling hybrids is called
as surface reconstruction. As proposed by Jahn and Teller, if there is a degeneracy
in the ground state of a molecular structure its atoms will re-arrange toward a lower
symmetry (Jahn and Teller, 1937). Such a structural-degeneracy-driven deformation
is called a Jahn-Teller distortion. Similarly, upon the relaxation and reconstruction
mechanisms, surface structure spontaneously releases its surface energy (or surface
tension) by reducing the number of dangling bonds.
Since silicon devices are mostly grown on Si(100) substrates, revisiting its char-
acteristic properties is of importance for silicene studies. At the (100) silicon plane
each atom is bonded to two underlying atoms and therefore, one can expect creation
of two dangling hybrids upon the surface creation. Studies have shown that while the
resulting surface has a 2×1 periodicity at room temperature (see Fig. 2.2), thanks to
the diversity of arrangements of dangling hybrids the formation of this surface may
take place in different ways (Phillips, 1973; Poppendieck et al., 1978; Kru¨ger and
Pollmann, 1995).
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unreconstructed reconstructed
unreconstructed reconstructed
Fig. 2.2 Top panels: top views for the Si(100) unreconstructed and (2×1) reconstructed surfaces.
Uppermost surface Si atoms are colored red. Lower panels: top views for the unreconstructed
Si(111) surface and its (2×1) reconstruction. Atoms at uppermost two layers are represented by
red balls.
The Si(111) surface also form a 2×1 reconstruction upon in situ cleavage un-
der ultra-high vacuum (Lander et al., 1963). In this configuration pi-bonded chains
of locally sp2-bonded atoms create one-dimensional Si chains at the surface, as
initially proposed by Pandley (Pandey, 1981). Since Si(111)-(2×1) structure is irre-
versibly transformed into a 7×7 reconstruction at∼ 700 K, followed by a reversible
7×7 ↔ 1×1 transition to a 1×1 structure at ∼ 1100 K, it can be considered as a
metastable phase of the surface.
The 7×7 reconstruction of the Si (111) surface, composed of 49 Si(111) primitive
cells, is much more complex. Although it was first observed very early in a Low
Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) experiment (Schlier and Farnsworth, 1959)
due to the insufficiency of experimental characterization tools the atomic structure
of the surface was an intriguing open question for a long term. The determination of
the complicated surface topology of the Si(111)-(7×7) surface was performed only
in 1985 by Takayanagi et al., surprisingly by transmission electron diffraction using
thinned Si(111) sample in an UHV microscope (Takayanagi et al., 1985).
As shown in Fig. 2.3, the 7×7 reconstruction takes place, according to the so-
called dimer adatom stacking-fault model, by (i) formation of hole sites at each cell
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7x7 reconstruction of Si(111)
Fig. 2.3 Top view for the (7×7) reconstruction of the Si(111) surface. Adatoms, first-layer-atoms
and second layer atoms are shown by red, green and blue balls, respectively.
corner, (ii) formation of pentagons, which are linked by the dimers at the second
layer, in the middle of the 7×7 unitcell and (iii) adsorption of 12 adatoms on this
surface. Upon this reconstruction, the number of surface dangling bonds is reduced
from 49 to 19 (12 for the adatoms, six for the so-called rest atoms and one for the
atom in the center of the corner hole) per unitcell. Therefore, the energy of the unre-
constructed Si(111) surface is significantly lowered through the 7×7 reconstruction.
These early studies clearly show that silicon, besides being the key material in
semiconductor device technology possesses easy-to-reconstruct complex surfaces,
which offer a rich playground for variety of electronic and physical properties.
2.2 Atomic structure and stability of freestanding silicene
If one searches for the silicon counterpart of graphene, a natural start would be to
replace C atoms with Si and find the optimum lattice constant. A standard density
functional theory (DFT) calculation (Kresse and Joubert, 1999) performed using the
projector-augmented wave (PAW) method (Blo¨chl, 1994) and the PBE exchange-
correlation functional (Perdew et al., 1996) results in a planar silicene with a lattice
constant of 3.90 A˚. However, this optimum value is found only because one puts a
constraint by confining Si atoms in a single plane. Once this constraint is removed,
silicene goes to a more energetically favorable state that has a lattice constant of
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Fig. 2.4 The top panel shows ball and stick models of planar and buckled silicene from tilted and
side views. The bottom panel shows the variations of the cohesive energy (red solid line) and bond
angle (green solid line) with respect to the lattice constant. Red and blue curves correspond to
planar and buckled silicene, respectively. The thin dashed red line represents the ideal bond angle
of sp3 hybridization.
3.87 A˚ and a slight buckling of 0.45 A˚ (see Fig. 2.4). There are two main reasons
why this buckling occurs in silicene and not in graphene. First, Si atoms prefer sp3
hybridization over sp2 which pulls bond angles from 120° towards 109.5°. Second,
the distance between Si atoms in silicene becomes rather large to maintain a strong
pi-bonding. Despite this, the hybridization of silicene is closer to sp2 than to sp3.
This can be quantified by making use of the fact that in the ideal cases the degree of
hybridization, that is D of spD, is correlated with the ideal bond angles θ in such a
way that D=−1/cos(θ). This relation holds true for carbon allotropes like atomic
chains, graphene and diamond that have sp, sp2 and sp3 hybridization with bond
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Fig. 2.5 Phonons of planar and buckled silicene. The out of plane, transverse and longitudinal
acoustic and optical modes are denoted by ZA, TA, LA, ZO, TO and LO, respectively. The LA
and ZO modes change significantly upon structural transformation. These modes are shown by red
lines to call attention to this change.
angles 180°, 120° and 109.5°, respectively. In the case of silicene, the bond angle is
θ=116.2° which gives D∼ 2.27.
In Fig. 2.4 we present the variations of the cohesive energy and bond angle of
silicene as the lattice constant is changed. The energy minima for planar and slightly
buckled silicene are clearly seen. As the lattice constant is squeezed by ∼0.5 A˚, the
system enters to a new regime. This is accompanied with a sudden change in the
bond angle. A new energy minimum is found when the lattice constant is squeezed
even further. However, the geometry of this new energy minimum is quite different
from that of silicene. The bond angles almost approach 60°; as a consequence, the
second neighbor Si atom is almost as close as the first one which means that each
Si atom has nine neighbors. It was shown that this unlikely structure is unstable
(Cahangirov et al., 2009).
The buckled structure of silicene was first proposed by Takeda and Shiraishi
in 1994 while the name silicene was coined by Guzma´n-Verri and Lew Yan Voon
in a 2007 publication that investigated the planar structure (Takeda and Shiraishi,
1994; Guzma´n-Verri and Lew Yan Voon, 2007). However, silicene remained ignored
until it was shown that the buckled structure was indeed thermodynamically stable
(Cahangirov et al., 2009). This was achieved by calculation of vibrational modes for
both planar and buckled silicene. While for planar silicene the phonon dispersion
had imaginary frequencies in the buckled case all modes were positive over the
whole Brillouin zone, indicating that there was a restoring force for all possible
atomic displacements.
The phonon dispersions for planar and buckled silicene are shown in Fig. 2.5.
The out of plane optical mode (ZO) of planar silicene has imaginary values at the
Γ point indicating instability. This mode corresponds to displacement of Si atoms
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in one sublattice up and atoms in the other sublattice down along the axis passing
perpendicular to planar silicene. It means that if one tries to push atoms of planar
silicene in this particular way, there will be no restoring force against it. When we
go from planar to buckled silicene the LA and ZO modes change significantly while
others remain almost the same. Upon buckling, the imaginary part of the ZO mode
in planar silicene moves up to 200 cm−1 replacing the portion of the LA mode that
was connected to the LO mode. Meanwhile, the positive portion of the ZO mode in
planar silicene becomes a part of the new LA mode.
Note that the stability analysis presented here ignores many experimentally rel-
evant effects like thermal fluctuations and reactivity. Suspended graphene sheets
were shown to have ripples caused by thermal fluctuations that reach 1 nm in height
(Meyer et al., 2007). A similar behavior is expected for silicene. However, due to
its high reactivity, it is almost impossible to synthesize silicene in its freestanding
form (Brumfiel, 2013). Instead, growth of silicene requires the presence of a sub-
strate that can stabilize its two-dimensional structure that is not the ground state of
silicon. The sticky nature of silicene is also the reason why the layered allotrope
of silicon, like graphite, doesn’t exist in nature. All this is excellently expressed in
the “silicene interlude” written by the 1981 Chemistry Nobel Prize Laureate Roald
Hoffmann. He explains that in silicon chemistry, single σ -bonds are favored over
double pi-bonds and the latter need to be protected sterically in order to be isolated
(Hoffmann, 2013). For this reason, freestanding silicene will latch to any molecular
dirt in its environment. Fully hydrogenated silicene or silicane, on the other hand,
should be possible to synthesize in the freestanding form.
2.3 Electronic structure of freestanding silicene
Although freestanding silicene is buckled, the hybridization in Si atoms remains
closer to sp2 rather than becoming sp3. In Fig. 2.6 we compare the electronic struc-
ture of planar and buckled silicene. When silicene is planar, the pz orbitals do not
mix with others. This is clearly seen in the linearly crossing bands at the K point
that are solely composed of pz orbitals. However, upon buckling, these states get a
minor but noticeable contribution from both s and pxy orbitals. Similarly, pz bands
cross s and pxy bands near the Γ point in planar silicene while in buckled silicene
this crossing splits and bands rehybridize. The electrons of buckled silicene behave
as massless Dirac fermions due to the linearly crossing bands at the Fermi level. The
Fermi velocity of these bands is around 0.53×106 m/s when the LDA or PBE func-
tionals are employed and increases to 0.68×106 m/s when a hybrid functional like
HSE06 is used (Drummond et al., 2012). This velocity is close to that of freestand-
ing graphene which is experimentally measured to be around 1×106 m/s (Novoselov
et al., 2005).
Furthermore, silicene also has properties that are not found in graphene. Due to
the buckled structure it is possible to tune the electronic properties of silicene by ap-
plying an electric field in the perpendicular direction (Drummond et al., 2012). The
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Fig. 2.6 The electronic structures of planar and buckled silicene. The orbital character of each
state is shown by colors. The width of each line is proportional to the contribution from the orbital
denoted by the color (blue, red, and green for pz, pxy and s orbitals, respectively) of that line. The
orbital with lower contribution is plotted on top of the one that has higher contribution, which
makes all contributions visible. Some parts of the bands are shown in more detail in the insets.
slope of the band gap with respect to the applied perpendicular electric field was
found to be ∼ 0.07 eA˚. This value is eight times higher when it is estimated using
first-order perturbation theory that does not include screening which suggests that
silicene has strong sublattice polarizability. Owing to the larger spin-orbit coupling
in Si compared to C, silicene has topologically non-trivial states with a spin-orbit
gap of 1.5 meV (Liu et al., 2011a; Drummond et al., 2012). The topological insulator
state of silicene protects a gapless spectrum of edge states. When the perpendicular
electric field reaches the critical value of 20 mV/A˚, silicene makes transition from
the topological to a band insulator state (Drummond et al., 2012). These states are
more pronounced in germanene and stanene as will be discussed in Chapter 5. De-
pending on the applied exchange field and perpendicular electric field, a broad range
of phases emerge in silicene that include a quantum anomalous Hall insulator, a val-
ley polarized metal, a marginal valley polarized metal, a quantum spin Hall insulator
and a band insulator (Ezawa, 2012).
2.4 Hydrogenation: Silicane and Germanane
Silicene not only provides an alternative monolayer to graphene but also prepares a
ground for derivation of novel silicon-based functionalized materials. Rapidly grow-
ing experimental and theoretical research on graphene derivatives have shown that
production of high quality functionalized crystals, each with different electronic
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and magnetic properties, can be realized in many different ways (such as hydro-
genation, fluorination, chlorination, oxygenation, defect patterning, strain applica-
tion and adatom/molecule decoration). Thanks to the advances in functionalization
techniques, novel silicene derivatives, which are promising to be integrated into a
widespread collection of nanoscale optoelectronic devices, have emerged. Here we
review how silicene can be functionalized and what are the characteristic properties
of silicene-based functionalized materials.
Hydrogenation process is a chemical reaction of hydrogen molecule with a sur-
face, molecule or an element. While most of the hydrogenation processes need pres-
ence of a metallic catalyst, non-catalytic hydrogenation can only take place at high
temperatures. Alkenes are hydrocarbons with at least one double bond. However,
reaction of the carbon-carbon double bond in an Alkene with hydrogen leads to for-
mation of an Alkane. Alkanes are hydrocarbons with only single bonds between the
carbon atoms. Following the terminology of chemistry one can name the conver-
sion from graphene to fully hydrogenated graphene as conversion from graphene to
graphane. As firstly predicted by Sofo et al., Graphane, a sp3 hybridized hexago-
nal network of graphene hydrogenated on both sides of the plane in an alternating
manner, is stable and its binding energy is comparable to other hydrocarbons such as
benzene, cyclohexane, and polyethylene (Sofo et al., 2007). Graphane, with formula
CH, has been reported as an insulator with nonmagnetic ground state. Following ex-
perimental efforts by Elias et al. graphane was synthesized by cold hydrogen plasma
treatment of graphene (Elias et al., 2009). The characteristic insulating nature of
graphane (with about 5 eV bandgap) and its possible use in nanodevice technolo-
gies have been well-documented in a review (Sahin et al., 2015).
It was shown that, the optical properties of graphane are dominated by the lo-
calized charge-transfer excitations governed by the enhanced electron correlations
in a 2D dielectric medium (Cudazzo et al., 2010). The strong electron-hole inter-
action in graphane leads to the appearance of small radius bound excitons which
open the path towards the possibility of excitonic Bose-Einstein condensation that
might be observed experimentally. This can also be true for silicon and germanium
counterparts of graphane discussed below.
It is known that similar to graphene structural analogue of benzene can also be
formed by silicon atoms (Barton and Burns, 1978). However, differing from ben-
zene rings silicon rings are stabilized in a chair-shaped atomic structure (Abers-
felder et al., 2010). Therefore, the buckled geometry of monolayer silicene provides
an ideal ground for hydrogen treatment of its surfaces. By adopting the terminology
used for graphene, a one-by-one hydrogenation process turns silicene into silicane.
In order to avoid the confusion between the names ’graphene’ and ’graphane’, gen-
erally graphane’s name is written as ”graphAne” in the literature. Similarly, one
can make use of the same definition to name silicAne and germanAne, the fully-
hydrogenated derivatives of silicene and germanene.
As shown in Fig. 2.8(a), silicane which is analogous to graphane has a buckled
honeycomb structure with a single hydrogen atom attached to each Si site on either
sides of the 2D crystal. Voon et al., for the first time, studied the structural and elec-
tronic properties of hydrogenated silicene (and germanene counterparts) using the
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Silicane Fluorosilicene Chlorosilicene
Fig. 2.7 Top and side views of the atomic structures of fully (a) hydrogenated, (b) fluorinated and
(c) chlorinated silicene. Hydrogen, fluorine and chlorine atoms are represented by blue, red and
green colors, respectively.
(a) (b)
Fig. 2.8 Atomic structures of (a) chair and (b) boat conformers of fully hydrogenated silicene.
Primitive unitcells of the structures are highlighted by yellow color.
ab-initio DFT methodology (Lew Yan Voon et al., 2010). It was reported that the
buckling of silicene increases from 0.44 to 0.72 A˚ upon full hydrogenation. Their
structural analysis on silicane and germanane revealed that the chair configuration
is energetically favored over the boat structure. Voon et al. also reported that full
hydrogenation opens a large bandgap in the silicene’s electronic structure, typically,
in the 3-4 eV range for silicane (with LDA, the approximated value is only 2 eV).
In their analysis, where the spin-orbit interaction was ignored, it was shown that
semimetallic silicene (germanene) turns into an indirect (a direct) bandgap semi-
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Fig. 2.9 Energy band structures, calculated using the LDA functional, for (a) chairlike silicane, (b)
boatlike silicane, (c) chairlike germanane, and (d) boatlike germanane. The reference zero energy
level corresponds to the top of the valence band. Adapted from (Houssa et al., 2011).
conductor. Tight-binding parameters for silicane and germanane were also derived
(olyomi et al., 2014).
Similarly, Houssa et al. performed first principles calculations based on DFT,
within LDA, HSE and GW, to investigate the electronic properties of silicane and
germanane. They predicted that two different configurations (chairlike and boatlike)
are equally stable, and, depending on the synthesis procedure, that both configura-
tions can be formed. While the chair configuration of silicane is an indirect semicon-
ductor, the boat structure is found to be a direct bandgap material in all approaches
(LDA, HSE and GW). It was also shown that chairlike germanane is a direct gap
semiconductor with an energy bandgap of 3.5 eV, which makes it useful for optical
applications in the blue/violet range (Houssa et al., 2011).
Following these preliminary studies many groups have shown that silicane forms
a chairlike structure in its ground state. Although, the presence of an indirect elec-
tronic bandgap is one of the main disadvantage of silicane, its employ in optoelec-
tronic device applications still can be realized by making use of hydrogenated bi-
layer silicene. As shown by Huang et al., in contrast with single layer silicene and
silicane, hydrogenated bilayer silicene is optically active and a promising material
for the optical applications (Huang et al., 2014). It was also concluded that de-
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pending on hydrogen concentrations double-sided SiHx structures can have direct
(or quasidirect) band gaps within the range of RGB colors, which shows that these
double-sided SiHx structures can be used as light emitters for white LEDs.
The substrate plays an important role in determining the structural and elec-
tronic properties of silicene-based materials (see Chapter 3). In a theoretical study
which takes into account the effect of the substrate it was shown that the cover-
age and arrangement of the absorbed hydrogen atoms on silicene changed signif-
icantly the electronic properties, such as the direct/indirect band gaps or metal-
lic/semiconducting features (Zhang et al., 2012). They also reported that half-
hydrogenated silicene with chair-like structure had ferromagnetic character.
One of the main drawback of silicene and silicane studies is that synthesis of their
free standing monolayer crystals have not been achieved so far. However, Qiu et
al. demonstrated the possibility of ordered and reversible hydrogenation of silicene
on an Ag(111) substrate. In their study, by combining ab initio DFT calculations
and scanning tunneling microscopy measurements (Qiu et al., 2015), it was found
that hydrogenation of silicene at room temperature results in formation of perfectly
ordered γ-(3×3) superstructure. Moreover, when the reconstructed hydrogenated
silicene sheet is heated up to 450 K, dehydrogenation takes place and the surface
restores to its initial form which is pristine silicene layer. Such a reversible reaction
of silicene sheets with hydrogen allows tunable crossover between semiconducting
and metallic phases.
The in-plane thermal conductivity of graphene, as a consequence of quantum
confinement in 2D, is the highest among well-known materials. Therefore, one can
expect high thermal transport and specific heat also in silicene and related materials.
Classical molecular dynamics calculations of graphene supported silicene revealed
that the thermal transport behavior of such hetero-interfaces can be dramatically
tuned by hydrogenation (Liu et al., 2014a). It was found that by changing the hy-
drogen coverage the thermal conductivity can be controllably manipulated and max-
imized up to five times larger than that of pristine silicene/graphene hetero-interface.
Ferromagnetism in monolayer crystal structures is essential for nanoscale spin-
tronics device applications. Hydrogenation is also an efficient way of inducing fer-
romagnetism in silicene. It was demonstrated that half-hydrogenation breaks the
extended pi-bonding network of silicene, leaving the electrons in the unsaturated Si
atoms localized and unpaired, and thus it exhibits ferromagnetic semiconducting be-
havior with a band gap of 0.95 eV. The long-range ferromagnetic coupling between
Si atoms was also predicted by Zhang and Yan, with a Curie temperature of about
300 K (Zhang and Yan, 2012).
Full hydrogenation of germanene, the first synthesis of germanane, was success-
fully achieved by Bianco et al. in 2013. The hydrogenated germanene (with the
chemical formula GeH) is obtained from the topochemical deintercalation of CaGe2
(Bianco et al., 2013). The obtained GeH monolayers GeHs are thermally stable up
to 75 °C, but above this temperature amorphization and dehydrogenation begin to
occur. These authors also demonstrated that easy transfer of these single crystals
can be achieved through mechanical exfoliation onto SiO2/Si surfaces. The theo-
retically predicted bandgap of 1.53 eV and the high electron mobility which is five
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times higher than for bare germanene of germanane show the potential use in opto-
electronic device applications.
2.5 Oxygenation
Due to its technological importance, the interaction of graphitic materials with oxy-
gen has always been one of the main focus of materials science. It has been reported
by many groups that synthesis of new products can be achieved by either a chem-
ical reaction or by gaseous diffusion of oxygen through the material. However, in
contrast to single crystals of halogenated graphenes,formation of a well-ordered ox-
idized monolayer graphene has never been achieved so far. Instead, researchers syn-
thesized grapheneoxides (GOs) which is composed of a graphene layer surrounded
by many hydrocarbons and chemical impurities.
It was demonstrated that oxidation leads to dramatic changes in the structural
and electronic properties of silicene. While the binding energy of silicene on Ag
surface is around 0.7 eV, Si-O bonds have binding energy of 4-12 eV (Xu et al.,
2014; Zhang et al., 2001). As shown in Fig.2.10, oxygen adatoms prefer to form
Si-O-Si bonds at bridge sites in the 3×3 silicene surface without resulting in any
deformation on the Ag substrate. ARPES measurements revealed that oxidation of
silicene breaks the Si-Ag hybridization and that the Ag(111) Shockley surface state
can be revived. It was also reported that after the oxidation process, the semimetal-
lic behavior disappears and the silicene oxide exhibits a disordered structure with
a semiconductor-like character. Similarly, by performing low-temperature scanning
tunneling microscopy and in situ Raman spectroscopy measurements it was shown
that depending on the adsorption configurations and amounts of oxygen adatoms
on the silicene surface different buckled structures with different bandgaps can be
obtained (Du et al., 2014). In addition, very recently the microscopic mechanism of
the reaction of O2 with silicene was studied by first-principles molecular dynamics
simulations. It was found that oxidation of the surface is accelerated by the syner-
getic effect of molecular O2 dissociation and subsequent local structural relaxations
(Morishita and Spencer, 2015).
Partial and full oxidation of silicene has been studied in detail (Wang et al., 2013;
O¨zc¸elik et al., 2014). Depending on the amount and type of oxidizing agents, the
honeycomb structure of silicene may be preserved, distorted or destroyed. The prop-
erties of the resulting materials also vary significantly from metals and semimetals
to semiconductors and insulators (Wang et al., 2013). The 2D honeycomb counter-
part of α-quartz was also shown to be stable (O¨zc¸elik et al., 2014). The geometry
of this structure is composed of reentrant Si-O bonds which makes its Poisson ratio
negative. When pulled in a certain direction, such auxetic materials enlarge (instead
of shrinking) in the perpendicular direction. 2D α-quartz also has a high piezo-
electric coefficient and its nanoribbons show metallic or semiconducting behavior
depending on their chirality (O¨zc¸elik et al., 2014).
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Fig. 2.10 (a) STM topographical image of clean Ag(111) substrate, (b) 3×3 silicene on 4×4
Ag(111), (c) STM image of silicene layer oxidized by an oxygen dose of 10 L. O adatoms prefer
to reside at bridge sites. The inset contains STS spectra of silicene and silicene oxide samples,
indicating that there is gap opening due to oxidation. (d) STM image of the 3×3 silicene sheet
oxidized under 600 L O2. The bare Ag(111) surface can be seen at the bottom left of (d). Adapted
from (Xu et al., 2014).
2.6 Interaction with halogens
Halogenation is the general term used for reaction of an alkene structure with a
halogen atom. When an alkene interacts with a halogen atom, reaction takes place
at the carbon-carbon double bond. Regarding monolayer crystal structures, the first
example of full halogenation was achieved using XeF2 leading to a fully fluori-
nated structure, which is called fluorographene, is a high-quality insulator (resis-
tivity >1012 ohm) with an optical gap of 3 eV (Nair et al., 2010). It inherits the
mechanical strength of graphene, exhibiting a Young’s modulus of 100 N m−1 and
sustaining strains of 15 percent. Fluorographene is inert and stable up to 400 °C
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Fig. 2.11 Electron probability distribution for the first bound excitonic state of (a) silicane and (b)
fluorosilicene. Adapted from (Wei and Jacob, 2013).
even in air, similar to Teflon. Moreover, even if bare graphene does not interact
with molecular Chlorine, experimental realization of chlorination of graphene can
be achieved by using a photochlorination technique (Li et al., 2011).
Since silicene electronically and structurally shares some of the unique properties
of graphene, one may expect similar properties upon halogenation of silicene. Re-
cently, the geometry, electronic structure and mechanical properties of halogenated
silicene SiX (X = F, Cl, Br and I) in various conformers were studied using first-
principles calculations within the DFT (Zhang et al., 2015b). Chair conformation
of fluorinated and chlorinated silicenes are alike Fig. 2.8(b) and (c). It was shown
that halogenated silicene has enhanced stability compared to silicene, a moderate
and tunable direct gap, and small carrier masses. The element- and conformer-
dependence of the energy gap could be well understood by the variance of buckling
and a bond energy perturbation theory based on orbital hybridization.
Many-body effects in fluorosilicene and silicane, as well as armchair silicene
nanoribbons (ASiNRs) were studied using Green’s function perturbation theory
(Wei and Jacob, 2013). It was found that in addition to the remarkable self-energy
effects, the optical absorption properties of silicane and fluorosilicene are dominated
by strong excitonic effects with formation of bound excitons with considerable bind-
ing energies.
Moreover, the structural, electronic and magnetic properties of half-fluorinated
silicene sheets were investigated using first-principles simulation in the framework
of DFT (Wang et al., 2015). They reported that half-fluorinated silicene sheets with
zigzag, boat-like or chair-like configurations were confirmed as dynamically sta-
ble based on phonon calculations. Upon the adsorption of fluorine, direct energy
band gaps opened in both zigzag and boat-like conformations. Moreover, the half-
fluorinated silicene with chair-like configuration showed an antiferromagnetic be-
havior that mainly stems from fluorine-free Si atoms.
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Recently, two-dimensional 2D topological insulators (TIs) in functionalized ger-
manenes (GeX, X = H, F, Cl, Br, or I) were proposed (Si et al., 2014). It was found
that GeI is a 2D TI with a bulk gap of about 0.3 eV, while GeH, GeF, GeCl, and
GeBr can be transformed into TIs with sizable gaps under achievable tensile strains.
They reported that the coupling of the pxy orbitals of Ge and heavy halogens in
forming the σ orbitals also plays a key role in the further enlargement of the gaps in
halogenated germanenes.
2.7 Functionalization of silicene
Functionalization of silicene by various adatoms has been studied extensively (Sahin
and Peeters, 2013; Sivek et al., 2013; O¨zc¸elik and Ciraci, 2013). The interaction
of silicene with metal adatoms is quite strong compared to graphene (Sahin and
Peeters, 2013). Alkali metals like Li, Na, and K, adsorb to the hollow sites without
distorting the lattice. Upon significant charge transfer, silicene becomes metallic.
Adsorption of alkaline-earth metals like Be, Mg and Ca, on the other hand, turns
silicene into a narrow gap semiconductor. Silicene becomes half-metallic when it is
functionalized by transition metal adatoms like Ti and Cr (Sahin and Peeters, 2013).
Adsorption of Al and P, that are group III and V elements from the Si row, re-
sult in dumbbell structures discussed below (Sivek et al., 2013). Adsorption of B
also makes a dumbbell structure, while a N adatom prefers the bridge site of sil-
icene. Both adsorption and substitution of these group III and V elements make
silicene metallic. As shown in Fig. 2.7, adsorption/substitution of first-row elements
do not result in a significant change in the phonon DOS. Due to the coupling of
B and N adsorbates/substituents to the acoustical phonon branch of pristine sil-
icene, several sharp peaks appear between 200 and 300 cm−1. Obviously, among
the two adsorbates nitrogen atoms are more likely to mix with silicenes acoustic
phonons. In addition to these, high-frequency adsorbate/substituent induced modes
appear between 700 and 1200 cm−1. As shown in the Fig. 2.7, these high energy
modes correspond to in-plane bond-stretching motion of the adatom and the neigh-
boring silicon atoms. However, since the second row elements Al and P have similar
atomic weights with Si, their adsorption/substitution modifies the vibrational spec-
tra of silicene in a different way. As seen from Fig. 2.7, the characteristic behavior
of second row elements is the absence of high-frequency bond stretching modes. It
is also seen that while substituent B and N atoms do not couple with optical modes
of silicene, Al and P atoms entirely contribute to both acoustic and optical modes.
While the presence of first row elements B and N can be monitored by Raman spec-
troscopy measurements, second-row elements Al and P have no clear fingerprint in
their phonon dispersion.
The presence of Stone-Wales defects, i.e. a pentagon associated to a heptagon,
can significantly affect the site preference of adatoms (Sahin et al., 2013a). A N
adatom, for example, prefers to attach to defect-free sites. The energy barrier for the
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Fig. 2.12 Phonon density of states for adsorption and substitution cases of B, N, Al and P on
silicene. The total DOS of the structures are shown by the filled area. The projected DOS belonging
to foreign atoms are represented by red lines. Gamma point vibrational motions are also depicted.
formation of Stone-Wales defects in freestanding silicene was shown to be much
smaller compared to that of graphene (Sahin et al., 2013a; O¨zc¸elik et al., 2013).
2.8 Dumbbell structure
One of the most interesting cases occur when the adatom is also silicon. A Si adatom
first attaches to dangling bonds of silicene and then forms bridge bonds with two-
second neighbor Si atoms of silicene thereby increasing the coordination number of
these Si atoms from three to four. In search for tetrahedral orientation, these four
bonds then force the atoms to move towards the directions shown in the middle
panel of Fig. 2.13. As a result, the new Si adatom sits 1.38 A˚ above the top site of
silicene while at the same time pushing down the Si atom just below it by the same
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Fig. 2.13 Formation of the dumbbell building block units starting from freestanding silicene.
amount. These two atoms are connected to other Si atoms by three bonds that are
almost perpendicular to each other. The resulting geometry is called the dumbbell
(DB) structure (O¨zc¸elik and Ciraci, 2013; Kaltsas and Tsetseris, 2013; Cahangirov
et al., 2014b). The DB formation is an exothermic process and occurs spontaneously
without need to overcome any kind of barrier. In the case of a C atom adsorbed on
graphene, the DB structure does not form because it is energetically less favorable
compared to the configuration in which the C adatom is attached to the bridge site
of graphene (O¨zc¸elik et al., 2013).
Calculations show that when a single DB unit is placed in an n× n unit cell the
cohesive energy per Si atom is maximized when n =
√
3 and decreases monotoni-
cally for n≥ 2 (Cahangirov et al., 2014b). We refer to the structure having a single
DB unit in the
√
3×√3 unit cell as trigonal dumbbell silicene (TDS) due to the
trigonal lattice formed by DB atoms, as shown in Fig. 2.14(a) (Kaltsas and Tset-
seris, 2013; Cahangirov et al., 2014b). As seen in Table 2.1, TDS is energetically
more favorable than freestanding silicene (O¨zc¸elik and Ciraci, 2013; Kaltsas and
Tsetseris, 2013). Interestingly, the cohesive energy per Si atom is further increased
when another DB unit is created in the
√
3×√3 unit cell of TDS. We refer to this
new structure as honeycomb dumbbell silicene (HDS) due to the honeycomb struc-
ture formed by two DB units in the
√
3×√3 unit cell (see Fig. 2.14((b)). The atomic
structure of HDS is crucial to understand the
√
3×√3 reconstruction that emerges
when silicene is epitaxially grown on Ag(111) substrates (Cahangirov et al., 2014b;
Feng et al., 2012a; Chen et al., 2012; Vogt et al., 2014). Adding another DB unit
in the
√
3×√3 unit cell of HDS results in a 1×1 structure composed of DB atoms
connected by sixfold coordinated Si atoms (see Fig. 2.14((c)). The cohesive energy
of this structure, that we refer to as full dumbbell silicene (FDS), is less than that of
TDS and HDS.
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Fig. 2.14 Atomic structure of (a)
√
3×√3 trigonal dumbbell silicene (TDS), (b)√3×√3 honey-
comb dumbbell silicene (HDS), (c) 1×1 full dumbbell silicene (FDS) and (d) 2×2 large honey-
comb dumbbell silicene (LHDS). The unit cells are delineated by solid black lines. Atoms having
different environment are represented by balls having different colors.
Table 2.1 Cohesive energy and
√
3×√3 lattice constant of slightly buckled silicene compared
with that of dumbbell structures.
Silicene TDS LHDS HDS FDS
Cohesive energy (eV/atom) 3.958 4.013 4.161 4.018 3.973√
3×√3 lattice constant (A˚) 6.69 6.52 6.43 6.38 6.23
We should emphasize that it is the interplay between two competing effects that
makes HDS the most favorable
√
3×√3 structure. While formation of new DBs
and thus new bonds increases the cohesive energy, the increase in the coordination
number beyond four decreases it. As seen in Fig. 2.14, the coordination number of
yellow atoms in the TDS structure is four while in HDS it is five. Apparently, the
formation of a new DB and hence new bonds compensates the energy required to
form the peculiar five-fold coordination. However, it fails to compensate the six-fold
coordination of Si atoms forming the middle atomic layer of FDS. This arguments
led us to investigate another DB structure that has even larger cohesive energy per
atom compared to HDS. This structure has two DB units arranged in a honeycomb
lattice in a 2×2 unit cell. Here the packing of DB units is dense compared to TDS
but sparse compared to HDS. In this structure, the honeycomb lattice formed by
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Fig. 2.15 (a) The phononic band dispersions of the TDS, LHDS, HDS and FDS structures. The K
and M points in the BZs of the 1×1, 2×2 and √3×√3 unit cells are indicated by subscripts. (b)
The electronic band dispersions of the TDS, LHDS and HDS structures unfolded to the BZ of the
free-standing 1×1 silicene. The thickness of the blue line at a certain point of the Brillouin zone
is proportional to the weight of that state in the unfolded band (Allen et al., 2013). The bands of
the FDS structure do not need to be unfolded because it has 1×1 periodicity. The superimposed
electronic band structures of the free-standing 1×1 silicene are shown by green lines.
dumbbell units is larger compared to the one formed in HDS, hence we refer to this
structure as large honeycomb dumbbell silicene (LHDS). As seen in Fig. 2.14(d),
the maximum coordination of Si atoms in the LHDS is four. Since there are more
DB units in LHDS compared to TDS and no hypervalent Si atoms as in HDS, the
cohesive energy per atom of freestanding LHDS is higher than both TDS and HDS.
In Fig. 2.15(a) we show the calculated phonon dispersions of the TDS, LHDS,
HDS and FDS structures, showing that the frequencies of all the modes are positive
over the whole Brillouin zone (BZ) in the TDS, LHDS and HDS, cases while there
are imaginary frequencies near the BZ boundary in the FDS one. This means that
TDS, LHDS and HDS are thermodynamically stable structures while FDS is un-
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stable. This also implies that the stability of TDS, LHDS and HDS structures does
not depend on the substrate and thus these structures can exist in their freestanding
configuration.
In Fig. 2.15(b) we present the electronic band dispersions of DB silicene struc-
tures. To compare with free-standing silicene we unfold the bands of all structures
into the BZ of the 1×1 primitive cell, except that of FDS, which already has this
periodicity (Cahangirov et al., 2014b). The structures are intentionally ranked start-
ing with TDS in which DB units are the most sparse and ending with FDS in which
they are the densest. In this way, one can immediately see how the flat band around
-7 eV that comes from the weakly-interacting DB units of TDS is gradually turned
into the highly-dispersive (∼1.5 eV) band that comes from the strong interaction be-
tween DB units that are densely packed in the FDS structure. While this deep band
of FDS is easily traced back to TDS the other band of FDS that is originating from
the DB units appears much higher and crosses the Fermi level. It is much harder to
clearly associate this latter band with its counterparts in TDS, LHDS or HDS. This
indicates that in these structures there is a complex interaction between the states
originating from the DB units and the pi-states coming from other Si atoms. These
results might be used in experiments to identify the formation of DB units.
2.9 Nanoribbons
The atomic and electronic structures of zigzag and armchair silicene nanoribbons
was studied in detail (Cahangirov et al., 2009, 2010). As seen in Fig. 2.16, both
zigzag and armchair silicene nanoribbons (SiNR) acquire a 2×1 reconstruction
when the edges are not saturated. In Fig. 2.16(c) we compare the total energies
of two nonmagnetic and two magnetic structures. The difference between the two
nonmagnetic structures is the position of one of the edge atoms denoted by 1 and
2. In the geometry denoted by 1, the corresponding edge atom significantly deviates
from the nanoribbon plane thereby gaining enough energy to make this nonmagnetic
structure the ground state. This metallic nonmagnetic ground state is in contrast to
semiconducting zigzag graphene nanoribbons that have localized states along their
edges with opposite spins. One can take advantage of this property to make zigzag
graphene nanoribbons half-metallic by applying an in-plane homogeneous electric
field (Son et al., 2006b). It was shown that, zigzag SiNRs can acquire magnetic
properties through hydrogen saturation at the edges (Zberecki et al., 2014b). Fur-
thermore, when doped with N atoms, zigzag SiNRs become half-metallic with op-
posite spins making up the conduction and valence band edge states that touch each
other at the Fermi level (Zheng et al., 2013).
Both bare and hydrogen saturated armchair nanoribbons of silicene and ger-
manene are semiconductors and show family behavior in their band gaps with re-
spect to their widths (Cahangirov et al., 2010). It means that, if one chooses three
armchair nanoribbons having 3k-1, 3k and 3k+1 atoms per unit cell, where k is a pos-
itive integer, then the former will have the lowest gap, the latter will have the largest
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Fig. 2.16 (a) Atomic structure of bare armchair silicene nanoribbon (SiNR) with n=10 atoms
(which defines the width) in a 1×1 unitcell. Upon relaxation edge atoms get reconstructed and the
unitcell is doubled. Band structure of optimized bare armchair SiNR with n=10 width. (b) Atomic
structure and bond length alternation of hydrogen passivated armchair SiNR with width n=9. (c)
Atomic and electronic structure of nonmagnetic and magnetic states of 2×1 reconstructed zigzag
silicene nanoribbons. The isosurface of the total charge density difference between the up-spin
and the down-spin states are given for the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic states (Cahangirov
et al., 2009, 2010).
gap while the middle one will have a gap that is in between. As k is increased, the
band gaps of all three families approach to zero, due to the quantum confinement
(and the fact that 2D silicene is a semimetal) as illustrated in Fig. 2.17(a). This trend
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Fig. 2.17 The family behavior in (a) the energy gaps and (b) effective masses of hydrogen saturated
nanoribbons of silicene and germanene. Adapted from (Cahangirov et al., 2010).
originates from the folding of the band structure of silicene and germanene and the
same is also true for the armchair graphene nanoribbons (Son et al., 2006a). This
property was experimentally confirmed in the case of graphene nanoribbons using
lithographic processes (Han et al., 2007).
The family behavior in armchair SiNRs can be reproduced using a much sim-
pler two-parameter tight-binding model that also works in the case of armchair
graphene nanoribbons (Son et al., 2006a). Here one starts by noting that the bond
length is almost constant throughout the hydrogen passivated armchair nanoribbons
of silicene and germanene, except for the sudden decrease at the edges, as illus-
trated in Fig. 2.16(b). Hence, two hopping parameters are defined; one for the edges
and another for the rest of the structure. Since the bond lengths are smaller at the
edges, the corresponding hopping is slightly higher. As seen in Fig. 2.17, it is pos-
sible to reproduce both energy gaps and the effective masses of the first conduction
bands by manually fitting these two parameters. As a result of this fitting, the tight-
binding parameters were determined for hydrogen saturated silicene and germanene
armchair nanoribbons to be tSi = 1.03 eV , tGe = 1.05 eV , tSi,edge = 1.15 eV , and
tGe,edge = 1.13 eV . Interestingly, the ratio of the two tight binding parameters is the
same for graphene and silicene.
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The confinement of electrons was studied in superlattices formed by armchair
SiNRs having different widths (Cahangirov et al., 2010). Here computationally fea-
sible structures were calculated using ab-initio techniques and it was verified that
the aforementioned tight-binding model works even for such unusual geometries.
Then, much larger systems were investigated by the tight-binding model. It was
possible to explain the obtained confinement trends using the family behavior and
also including the effects due to the interface.
The thermoelectric properties of silicene and of its nanoribbons were also stud-
ied in detail (Hu et al., 2013; Zberecki et al., 2013, 2014a; Yang et al., 2014; An
et al., 2014; Wierzbicki et al., 2015). The thermal conduction of silicene and SiNRs
significantly increases with applied tensile strain until reaching a plateau, in con-
trast to graphene which has lower thermal conductivity when stretched (Hu et al.,
2013). This was explained by the fact that the out-of-plane flexural phonon modes
of silicene are stiffened with applied tensile strain while in the case of graphene they
are softened. The in-plane transverse and longitudinal modes, on the other hand, are
softened in both silicene and graphene which also explains the plateau observed
in silicene at high strain. Doping zigzag SiNRs with Al and P atoms increases the
Seebeck coefficient (Zberecki et al., 2014a). The figures of merit of thermoelectric
energy conversion were found to be approaching and in some cases passing 1 for
the narrow SiNRs (Yang et al., 2014). Finally, single spin negative differential re-
sistance and strong spin Seebeck effect can be achieved by engineering defects on
zigzag SiNRs (An et al., 2014).
Chapter 3
Silicene on Ag Substrate
The isolation of graphene sheets from its parent crystal graphite has given the kick
to experimental research on its prototypical 2D elemental cousin, silicene (Brum-
fiel, 2013). Unlike graphene, silicene lacks a layered parent material from which it
could be derived by exfoliation, as mentioned in Chapter 2. Hence, the efforts of
making the silicene dream a reality were focused on epitaxial growth of silicene
on substrates. The first synthesis of epitaxial silicene on silver (111) (Vogt et al.,
2012; Lin et al., 2012) and zirconium diboride templates (Fleurence et al., 2012)
and next on an iridium (111) surface (Meng et al., 2013), has boosted research on
other elemental group IV graphene-like materials, namely, germanene and stanene
(Matthes et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2013b). The boom is motivated by several new pos-
sibilities envisaged for future electronics, typically because of the anticipated very
high mobilities for silicene and germanene (Ye et al., 2014), as well as potential
optical applications (Matthes et al., 2013). It is also fuelled by their predicted robust
2D topological insulator characters (Liu et al., 2011a; Ezawa, 2012) and potential
high temperature superconductor character (Chen et al., 2013a; Zhang et al., 2015a).
One of the most promising candidates as a substrate is Ag because from the stud-
ies of the reverse system, where Ag atoms were deposited on silicon substrate, it
was known that Ag and silicon make sharp interfaces without making silicide com-
pounds (Le Lay, 1983). Indeed, studies on synthesis and characterization of silicene
is mainly focused on using Ag(111) as substrates and hence we think it is important
to understand this particular system. In this Chapter, we present the experimental
and theoretical studies investigating the atomic and electronic structure of silicene
on Ag substrates.
3.1 Experimental evidence
Silicene was synthesized for the first time on Ag (111) substrates (Vogt et al., 2012).
Their STM measurements revealed the “flower pattern” (see Fig 1.2) originating
from protruding atoms of 3×3 reconstructed silicene matching the 4×4 supercell
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Fig. 3.1 (a) Top view of 3×3 silicene matched with a 4×4 Ag(111) surface supercell. Only the
topmost atomic layer of Ag(111) is shown and represented by light blue balls. Red, yellow and
blue balls represent Si atoms that are positioned near the top, hollow and the bridge sites of the
Ag(111) surface. Red Si atoms that are positioned on top of Ag atoms protrude up. Yellow Si atoms
are mainly interacting with the Ag atoms that sit under the bonds connecting them. When the STM
resolution is not high enough, the three protruding red Si atoms are seen as a single dot represented
by transparent orange circles drawn around them. These circles form large hexagons that have 3×3
periodicity. (b) STM image and line profile scanning from 3×3 to √3×√3 silicene on Ag(111).
(c) STM image and line profile of
√
3×√3 silicene on Ag(111). Adapted from (Vogt et al., 2014)
of the Ag (111) surface as shown in Fig 3.1. This structure was also confirmed by
DFT calculations where the geometry optimization starting from unreconstructed
3×3 supercell of silicene on top of 4×4 supercell of Ag (111) slabs resulted in
the reconstructed silicene that reproduced the STM image observed in experiments.
Each of these three protrusions seen in STM image make a group of Si atoms that
belong to the same silicene sublattice. However, there are two such groups in every
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3×3 unitcell that belong to the different sublattices of silicene. This becomes evident
when H is deposited on 3×3 silicene which results in a highly asymmetric STM
image due to the fact that H atoms prefer to bind only to one of the two sublattices.
The atomic structure of 3×3 phase of silicene was also confirmed by reflection
high energy positron diffraction (RHEPD) as well as low energy electron diffraction
(LEED) experiments (Fukaya et al., 2013; Kawahara et al., 2014). Angle resolved
photoemmision spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements of the 3×3 silicene phase
revealed a linear band starting 0.3 eV below the Fermi level and extending all the
way down to -3 eV with a slope of ∼ 1.3×106m/s (Vogt et al., 2012). This linear
band was not detected when silicene was absent. However, the extension and slope
of the linear band was too high to be attributed solely to silicene. This created a
debate on the origin of these bands that is discussed below.
The archetype single layer silicene, which is the 3×3 phase having a unique ori-
entation, results from a delicate balance between the impinging Si flux (yielding,
typically, completion in about 30 minutes), the surface diffusion of the deposited Si
atoms on the bare and silicene covered areas and the competing in-diffusion toward
the sub-surface. The growth is driven by these kinetic processes, which, actually,
gives a very narrow substrate temperature window of about 200-220°C (Vogt et al.,
2012; Lin et al., 2012). Here silicene forms a highly ordered structure, which can
cover 95% of the crystal surface (Fukaya et al., 2013), because of the exact corre-
spondence between 3 silicene basis vectors and 4 nearest neighbor Ag-Ag distances.
The “flower pattern” observed both in STM and non-contact AFM imaging results
from the puckered Si atoms sitting nearly on top of Ag atoms, giving a total corru-
gation of ∼ 0.07 nm in the silicene sheet (Vogt et al., 2012; Resta et al., 2013).
Already from∼250°C a new 2D phase of silicene develops, co-existing with do-
mains of the 3×3 / 4×4 phase. Since control of the substrate temperature is not easy
in this temperature regime where most pyrometers are inoperative and where ther-
mocouples, depending on their locations, generally give improper values, in many
cases, mixed 3×3 / 4×4 and √7×√7 / √13×√13 domains are simultaneously
observed (Lin et al., 2012). In the latter case, four rotated domains, imposed by
symmetry are present, since the
√
7×√7 silicene domains are rotated by ± 19.1°
with respect to each of the two
√
13×√13 Ag super cells, which are themselves ro-
tated by ± 13.9° with respect to the main [-110] and alike directions of the Ag(111)
surface. These domains are buckled, differently from the 3×3 / 4×4 case and are
accordingly slightly expanded, while remaining commensurate, to accommodate a
4 % reduction in Si coverage ratio (from θSi = 1.125 for the 3×3 / 4×4 phase to
θSi = 1.077 for this new one), signaling a self-healing process of the silicene mesh,
while some of its atoms have disappeared below the surface. These four domains
have been imaged simultaneously on the same STM topograph (Resta et al., 2013).
Above about 250°C, the in-diffusion process is even more active, and, depending
on the incident Si flux, a
√
3×√3 first layer phase may occur, as emphasized by
Chen et al., although this has not been reproduced, to the best of our knowledge, by
other groups (Chen et al., 2012). Instead, a pseudo “2
√
3×2√3” phase is generally
obtained (Jamgotchian et al., 2012, 2014; Cinquanta et al., 2013); here, the quotation
marks indicate its inherent highly disordered and non-periodic nature resulting from
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the penetration of Si atoms below the surface (Liu et al., 2014c). Typically, Auger
and photoelectron spectroscopy measurements reveal its sudden death, to end, in a
dynamic fating process at 300°C, on the one hand, in multilayer islands through a
dewetting mechanism (Acun et al., 2013; Moras et al., 2014; Mannix et al., 2014),
and, on the other hand, in the formation of an alloy (Rahman et al., 2015), most
probably buried below the surface since the Si LVV signal vanishes in Auger Elec-
tron Spectroscopy measurements (Liu et al., 2014c). Finally, we note in passing that
a highly perfect, “(2
√
3× 2√3R)30° silicene phase”, prematurely claimed to have
been grown essentially without any defect between 220°C and 250°C (Lalmi et al.,
2010; Enriquez et al., 2014), has been proven to be just a delusive phase, i.e., a con-
trast reversed appearance of the bare Ag(111) surface (Le Lay et al., 2012). At this
stage it is worth stressing that both 3×3 / 4×4 and√7×√7 /√13×√13 first layer
silicene phases as well as the defected, high temperature “2
√
3× 2√3” phase, can
be encapsulated in situ with an Al203 ultra-thin capping layer. This capping layer,
which preserves their integrity, allows for ex situ Raman studies (Cinquanta et al.,
2013). It has further permitted the fabrication of the first bottom gate field effect
transistor based on a silicene channel (Tao et al., 2015), a clear breakthrough toward
device applications (Le Lay, 2015).
Unlike the other phases mentioned above, the
√
3×√3 reconstructed phase of
silicene that was observed quite frequently in experiments is not matched by any
lattice vector of the Ag (111) substrate (Feng et al., 2012a; Chen et al., 2012; Vogt
et al., 2014). The
√
3×√3 reconstructed silicene was first reported by Feng et al.
They measured the lattice constant to be 0.64 nm which is ∼ 5 % less compared
to ideal silicene while the STM image was composed of bright triangular spots
arranged in a
√
3×√3 honeycomb lattice (Feng et al., 2012a). They have also shown
that the same STM image persists in the second layer which hinted that the
√
3×√3
structure was intrinsic and not formed due to the matching with Ag substrate. Later
the
√
3×√3 reconstruction was also observed in multilayer silicene grown on Ag
(111) substrates (Vogt et al., 2014). The distance between consecutive layers was
measured to be around 3.0-3.1 A˚. Several models were proposed to describe the
origin and the atomic structure of the
√
3×√3 reconstruction. These models are
also discussed below.
There are other experimental results worth mentioning. First, this is the ordered
adsorption of seven H atoms per unit cell upon in situ exposure of the 3×3 / 4×4
phase at room temperature to atomic hydrogen (Qiu et al., 2015). This could be
a first step toward silicane synthesis; it proves, in any case, the controllable func-
tionalization of silicene, and, possibly opens a route for tuning magnetic properties
(Zheng and Zhang, 2012). In this sense, one notices that six among these seven H
atoms sit on the same triangular silicene sublattice, while the seventh lies on the
other one. Second, it is the observation of large hexagonal patterns with no long
range order but remarkable vortices in Low Temperature STM images of triangu-
lar
√
7×√7 / √13×√13 domains (Liu et al., 2014d). We believe that this vortex
structure originates due to the stress imposed on silicene upon cooling. Silicene is
very likely to have a negative thermal expansion coefficient unlike the silver sub-
strate, exalted by the fact that bulk silicon has such a behavior as well as graphene
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Table 3.1 Cohesive energies per Si atom and per unit area are given for the 3×3 reconstructed
silicene, TDS, LHDS, and HDS structures on the Ag(111) surface.
3×3 TDS LHDS HDS
Cohesive energy per atom (eV/atom) 4.877 4.663 4.483 4.471
Cohesive energy per area (eV/A˚2) 0.759 0.887 0.938 1.014
with the same topology. When cooling, silicene, which is expanded in this phase
with respect to the prototype 3×3 / 4×4 phase, feels too much stress and relaxes
it by making vortex-like structures, at variance with the 3×3 / 4×4 phase which is
unchanged down to ∼800 mK.
3.2 Growth mechanism
The subsequent growth of
√
3×√3 reconstructed silicene after formation of 3×3
silicene was studied by DFT calculations (Cahangirov et al., 2014b). Here we sum-
marize results of that study. As Si atoms are deposited on Ag(111) surface they
search for the optimum structure that minimizes the energy. In the absence of the Ag
substrate this optimum structure is the cubic diamond structure that has a cohesive
energy of 4.598 eV/atom according to DFT calculations. However, in the presence
of the Ag substrate a monolayer of silicene that has primarily 3×3 reconstruction
is formed. Here, the 3×3 supercell of silicene is matched with the 4×4 supercell
of the Ag(111) surface, as shown in the Fig. 3.1(a). If we remove the Ag substrate
and freeze the Si atoms of the 3×3 reconstructed silicene to calculate its cohesive
energy, it turns out to be 3.850 eV/atom, which is 108 meV lower than the buckled
freestanding silicene. In fact, if we start from the freestanding 3×3 reconstructed
silicene and relax the structure, it goes to the buckled structure, meaning that it is
not even a local energy minimum in the absence of the Ag substrate. However, the
cohesive energy of 3×3 structure surpasses that of the cubic diamond structure when
it is placed on the Ag(111) surface, as seen in the Table 3.1. This strong interaction
between silicene and the Ag substrate explains the growth of monolayer silicene
instead of clustering of Si atoms into bulk structures.
One of the proposed models to explain the growth of the
√
3×√3 structure is
based on the dumbbell structures described in Chapter 2. Note that the 3×3 silicene
matches the 4×4 Ag(111) supercell, while the DB structures cannot be matched
because their lattice constant is squeezed as the density of DB units is increased as
seen in Table 2.1. To include the effect of Ag, the 4×4 Ag (111) slab composed
of five layers is first squeezed to match the lattice of the 3×3 supercell of the DB
structures and then the system is optimized by keeping the Ag atoms fixed. Then the
energy of the squeezed Ag substrate in the absence of Si atoms is calculated. The
energy difference between these two systems gives the cohesive energies of the DB
structures. As seen in Table 3.1, the cohesive energy per Si atom is maximized in the
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Fig. 3.2 (a) Growth sequence of the 3×3 reconstructed silicene and of the HDS structure on the
Ag(111) substrate. (b) Schematic depiction of the structural transformation from the 3×3 to the√
3×√3 reconstruction from the side view. (c) Tilted view of the atomic structures and calculated
STM images. Green lozenges represent the 3×3 supercell.
3×3 silicene while the cohesive energy per area is maximized for the√3×√3 HDS
structure. According to the model, when Si atoms are first deposited on Ag (111)
substrate, they form the 3×3 reconstructed silicene that has the highest cohesive
energy per Si atom, as seen in Table 3.1. At first, the DB units that spontaneously
form on 3×3 silicene diffuse and annihilate at the edges and contribute to the growth
of even larger 3×3 regions. Once 3×3 silicene reaches sufficiently large area, the
DB units compete to form the most energetic structure in a given area covered by
3×3 silicene. To achieve the highest cohesive energy per area, the DB units arrange
themselves to form the
√
3×√3 HDS structure.
The schematic sketch of this growth model is presented in Fig. 3.2(a). This pic-
ture is in accordance with experiments in which the
√
3×√3 structure usually ap-
pears as islands on top of the first 3×3 silicene layer. As seen in Fig. 3.2(b) and (d),
the model also excellently reproduces the distance between
√
3×√3 and 3×3 sur-
faces measured to be∼ 2 A˚ (Vogt et al., 2014). Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 3.2(c)
and (e), the simulated STM image of HDS has the same honeycomb pattern as the
one obtained in experiments while the
√
3×√3 lattice constant of HDS that is cal-
culated to be 6.38 A˚, excellently matches the measured value that is ∼ 6.4 A˚ (Feng
et al., 2012a; Chen et al., 2012; Vogt et al., 2014). This model can also be extended
to explain multilayers that have
√
3×√3 reconstruction as discussed in Chapter 4
(Cahangirov et al., 2014a).
There are also other proposed models that try to explain the
√
3×√3 reconstruc-
tion. One of them proposes that if monolayer silicene is squeezed enough, then the√
3×√3 honeycomb reconstruction becomes energetically more favorable than the
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ideal 1×1 buckling (Chen et al., 2012). However, this happens if the lattice constant
is squeezed down to ∼ 6.3 A˚ and also there is no physical reason for the system
to remain in this high energy state. Another model is based on the well-studied
Si(111)-Ag
√
3×√3 system (Ding et al., 1991; Shirai et al., 2014). This model also
produces a
√
3×√3 honeycomb pattern in STM measurements. In this case the
bright spots are originating from Ag atoms on top of Si(111). However, it is not
clear how the 3×3 structure is transformed into √3×√3 structure with Ag atoms
on top and also why the lattice is compressed. Further discussion of this model is
presented in Chapter 4. Yet another model suggests that the
√
3×√3 honeycomb
STM image is a result of the atomic scale flip-flop motion at the surface of bilayer
Si(111) structure formed on top of the 3×3 structure (Guo and Oshiyama, 2014).
Here the authors suggest that there are three possible configurations and the sys-
tem is alternating between two of them. Since each state produces a trigonal STM
pattern, the combination of two of them should produce the expected honeycomb
pattern. However, there is no clear reason why the system should choose to alter-
nate only between two states. Furthermore, this model does not explain the 5 %
lattice contraction observed in experiments (Feng et al., 2012a; Chen et al., 2012;
Vogt et al., 2014).
3.3 The nature of the linear bands
There is no doubt that the linear bands are one of the most intriguing features of
silicene. The linear dispersion was observed in 3×3 silicene by ARPES measure-
ments and in
√
3×√3 silicene by analyzing the quasi-particle interference pattern
captured by STM measurements (Vogt et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2012). Both mea-
surements reported very high Fermi velocity of about 1.2−1.3×106m/s. The linear
bands were also reported for the multilayer silicene and its ribbons (De Padova et al.,
2012, 2013b).
The 3×3 reconstruction of silicene forms due to the interaction with the Ag sub-
strate and breaks the symmetry needed to preserve the linearly crossing bands at the
Fermi level. This is clearly seen in the band structure of the 3×3 reconstructed sil-
icene isolated from the substrate presented in Fig. 3.3(a). Here the band structure of
the 3×3 reconstructed silicene is unfolded into the Brillouin zone of the ideal 1×1
silicene. Upon reconstruction, the linearly crossing bands are destroyed and instead
there is a 0.3 eV gap at the K point. The scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS)
measurement performed under high magnetic field applied in perpendicular direc-
tion to the 3×3 silicene on Ag substrate have shown that the peaks corresponding to
the Landau levels corresponding to the presence of the Dirac fermions were absent
while they were present in the highly oriented pyrolytic graphite samples (Lin et al.,
2013). This experimental result was supported by DFT calculations to conclude that
Dirac fermions of ideal silicene were destroyed due to the symmetry breaking and
hybridization with the Ag substrate.
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Fig. 3.3 (a) Band structure of reconstructed 3×3 silicene (red dots) in the absence of Ag substrate
unfolded to 1×1 Brillouin zone of silicene. The dots radii correspond to the weight of the unfolded
state. The band structure of ideally buckled silicene is shown by green lines. (b) ARPES data
around the K point of 1×1 silicene in the absence (left panel) and presence (right panel) of silicene
on Ag(111) substrate (adapted from (Vogt et al., 2012)). (c) Band structure of 3×3 silicene a 4×4
Ag(111) 11 layer slab in the experimentally relevant range shown by the shaded region in (a).
The states contributed by 3 Ag layers in the middle of the slab represent the bulk Ag states and
are shown by blue lines. Orange lines are contributed by silicene and 3 Ag layers underneath. The
black line represents the experimentally observed linear band. (d) States contributed by 3 Ag layers
underneath silicene in the absence (left panel) and presence (right panel) of silicene. Adapted from
(Cahangirov et al., 2013).
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To interpret the ARPES experiments, Cahangirov et al. calculated the elec-
tronic structure of 3×3 silicene placed on top of 11 layers of 4×4 Ag substrate
(Cahangirov et al., 2013). Fig. 3.3(c) shows the detailed band structure of the
silicene/Ag system in the window where the experiments were performed (see
Fig. 3.3(b)). The blue curve corresponds to the bulk Ag sp-band that should not
be detected by ARPES which is sensitive to the surface states. Fig. 3.3(d) and (e)
show the states that have significant contribution from surface Ag states when sil-
icene is absent and present, respectively. Here one can choose the threshold in such
a way that the linear band disappears when silicene is absent and appears when it
is present thereby mimicking the situation observed in ARPES experiments. This
analysis suggests that the linear bands are caused by hybridization between silicene
and Ag. The perpendicular momentum dependence of the electronic states was cal-
culated by a k-projection technique and was used to calculate the contribution of
silicene and Ag to the surface band created by hybridization (Chen and Weinert,
2014). This study provided further quantitative agreement with experiments while
confirming the hybridized nature of the experimentally observed linear bands. The
surface band created by the hybridization between silicene and Ag was detected and
distinguished from the faintly visible Ag sp-bands in the ARPES measurements
(Tsoutsou et al., 2013). There are many other investigations that have reached to
conclusion that the linear bands are due to hybridization between silicene and Ag
(Guo et al., 2013; Wang and Cheng, 2013).
The search for Dirac cones is not limited to the silicene on Ag substrates. ARPES
measurements performed on calcium disilicide (CaSi2) revealed a massless Dirac
cone located at 2 eV below the Fermi level (Noguchi et al., 2015). CaSi2 can be
considered as buckled silicene sandwiched between the planar atomic planes of Ca.
The energy shift in the electronic states of silicene is due to significant charge trans-
fer between Si and Ca atoms. First-principles calculations of the CaSi2 structure
revealed that there is, in fact, also a momentum shift in the Dirac cone away from
the highly symmetric K point (Dutta and Wakabayashi, 2015). This is due to the
symmetry breaking between the sublattice atoms of silicene and consequent asym-
metric interlayer hopping. The shift in the momentum space is also accompanied
with a small energy gap opening between the linearly crossing bands.
The Ag substrate plays a crucial role in growth of silicene, as seen from the pre-
vious section. This wouldn’t be possible if the interaction between silicene and Ag
was too weak. A first-principles study of the electronic charge density between sil-
icene and the Ag(111) substrate has concluded that bonds between Si and Ag atoms
don’t have covalent character (Stephan et al., 2015). However, the strong hybridiza-
tion with Ag seems to interfere with the delicate electronic structure of silicene, as
mentioned above. To avoid this, one has to develop techniques to transfer silicene
to less interacting and insulating substrates. Tao et al. have taken an important step
in this direction (Tao et al., 2015). They first grew silicene on Ag and encapsulated
it with alumina. Then they flipped the system upside down and etched Ag on sil-
icene, just leaving two Ag pads that they used as metal contacts. In this way they
have demonstrated that silicene can operate as an ambipolar field-effect transistor at
room temperature.

Chapter 4
Multilayer Silicene
Silicon does not have a naturally occurring layered allotrope like graphite. However,
it is possible to grow monolayer silicene on substrates, as we have seen in Chapter 3.
Extending this idea further, one may wonder whether it is possible to synthesize
layered silicon structures by continuing the growth started as a monolayer silicene.
In this Chapter we discuss the experimental and theoretical works that are based on
this idea of multilayer silicene growth.
4.1 Experimental evidence
When Si deposition is prolonged beyond the formation of the first layer 3×3 / 4×4
or
√
7×√7 / √13×√13 phases and in the same conditions, growth of multi-
layer silicene, which possesses a unique
√
3 ×√3R(30°) (in short √3 ×√3)
structure is obtained. Such films grow in successive terraces, each showing this
unique reconstruction. If growth occurs on the prototype 3×3 / 4×4 phase, one
gets a single orientation of these terraces. Instead, if growth occurs on the initial√
7×√7 / √13×√13 first layer silicene phase, rotated terraces are obtained; the
rotation angles are directly related to those of the first layer domains (Salomon et al.,
2014). In angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) measurements, these films pos-
sess a Dirac cone at the centre of the Brillouin zone due to back folding of the√
3×√3 silicene superstructure with a Fermi velocity about half that of the free
standing graphene (De Padova et al., 2013a,b). Vogt et al. have studied terraces with
up to five layers of
√
3×√3 silicene. They have shown that the height difference
between adjacent terraces is ∼ 3.1 A˚ (Vogt et al., 2014). Using in situ a four probe
scanning tunneling microscope, a sheet resistance analogous to that of thin films
of graphite in nano-grains was determined. De Padova et al. took this even further
and synthesized few tens monolayers of silicene with
√
3×√3 reconstruction. Re-
markably, these multilayer silicene films survive after exposure in ambient air for a
day at least, because just the very top layers are oxidized; the film underneath re-
mains intact, as directly revealed via a graphite-like Raman signature (De Padova
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et al., 2014). Feng et al. have investigated bilayers of
√
3×√3 silicene (Feng et al.,
2012a). They have measured the quasi-particle interference of electrons in the first
layer due to the scattering from the islands formed by the second layer grown on top
(Chen et al., 2012). A linear dispersion with high Fermi velocity was derived from
these interference patterns.
4.2 Atomic structure
Although multilayer silicene was grown in many experiments mentioned above its
atomic structure has been a subject of debate. The experiments report a 5 % con-
tracted
√
3×√3 structure that has a honeycomb appearance in STM imaging with a
∼ 3.1 A˚ distance between its layers. However, there is still no structural model that
explains all these observations. Here we discuss the proposed models and point out
their shortcomings.
The interlayer separation of multilayer silicene is very close but measurably dif-
ferent from that of Si(111). This inspired models of multilayer silicene that has bulk
silicon-like interior with a modified surface structure. One such model is based on
the Si(111)-Ag
√
3×√3 system also mentioned in Chapter 3. The various surfaces
obtained by the deposition of Ag on Si(111) substrate were studied intensively in
the 1980s (Lelay et al., 1978; van Loenen et al., 1987; Vlieg et al., 1989; Ding et al.,
1991). One of the most favorable surfaces that were observed in experiments was
the so called honeycomb-chain trimer (HCT) structure (Vlieg et al., 1989). As seen
in Fig. 4.1, the HCT model has a
√
3×√3 honeycomb STM pattern that resembles
the one observed in multilayer silicene experiments. Furthermore, the interlayer sep-
aration is close to the one obtained in experiments since the bulk region is basically
Si(111). The HCT structure makes transition to the so-called inequivalent triangle
(IET) structure at low temperatures. This transition could explain the spontaneous
symmetry breaking observed in
√
3×√3 silicene at low temperatures (Chen et al.,
2013b; Shirai et al., 2014). Finally, it was argued that the slope of the linear portion
of the S1 band formed by the Si(111)-Ag
√
3×√3 surface is comparable to that of
the linear bands observed in
√
3×√3 silicene experiments (Sato et al., 1999; Chen
et al., 2012; Shirai et al., 2014). However, the HCT model does not account for the
contraction of the lattice constant observed in experiments. Another model inspired
by the bulk silicon structure is the tristable Si(111) bilayer grown on Ag substrate
(Guo and Oshiyama, 2014). As mentioned in Chapter 3, the flip-flop motion that is
suggested to give rise to the honeycomb STM topographs is not supported by con-
vincing arguments. Also it does not explain the lattice contraction and can not be
extended to multilayers.
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a) b)
Fig. 4.1 (a) Ball and stick representation of the honeycomb-chain trimer (HCT) model (Vlieg et al.,
1989). The top and side views are presented in the top and bottom panels, respectively. The yellow
balls are Si atoms sitting in almost ideal positions of the Si(111) substrate. The topmost layer of Si
atoms and the layer below them are represented by the red and the blue balls, respectively. The Ag
atoms represented by the light blue balls form the topmost atomic layer of the system by attaching
to Si atoms (red balls) below them. (b) Schematic and calculated STM image of HCT structure are
presented in top and bottom panels, respectively. The bright triangular spots that are observed in
the STM image are represented by green triangles superimposed on the top view of the ball and
stick model.
4.3 Silicites
Here we present a possible growth model of multilayer silicene that produces struc-
tures which are in a good agreement with experiments (Cahangirov et al., 2014a).
A realistic growth simulation is really hard to do because one needs to take into
account many experimental parameters. It is especially hard to run a molecular dy-
namics simulation long enough for the atoms to explore the whole energy landscape.
Instead, we present structural relaxations accompanied with educated guesses.
A silicene monolayer is first placed on top of the already formed HDS structure,
as seen in Fig 4.2(a). Upon relaxation of this system, one of the dumbbell atoms in
HDS transfers to the silicene layer forming a dumbbell unit there. As a result, HDS
loses one dumbbell unit and becomes TDS, while silicene sheet gains one dumbbell
unit and also becomes TDS. The two TDS layers become connected to each other by
covalent bonds. However, the number and strength of these vertical covalent bonds
are less compared to the ones formed between two (111) planes of cubic diamond
silicon (cdSi).
If we continue depositing Si atoms onto the bilayer TDS system, the TDS layer
on top will first transform to HDS. This HDS layer will follow the same faith as
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Fig. 4.2 A possible growth mechanism of multilayer silicene or silicites. When silicene is put on
top of HDS, one of the dumbbell atoms transfer to the silicene layer, as shown by dashed black
arrow. As a result, two TDS layers are formed, that connect to each other through covalent bonding
between atoms shown by green arrows.
the original HDS structure, transforming itself to TDS by donating one dumbbell
to create another TDS on top, which in turn will transform to yet another HDS
layer. This process will continue producing multiple TDS layers connected to each
other with an HDS layer on the very top. This is in agreement with experiments
that continue to see the
√
3×√3 honeycomb pattern in the STM measurements
performed on multilayer silicene. It is possible to stack TDS layers in eclipsed or
staggered fashion, as shown in Fig 4.3(a). The resulting bulk structures are named
eclipsed (eLDS) and staggered (sLDS) layered dumbbell silicite, accordingly. All
atoms in both eLDS and sLDS structure are fourfold coordinated. However, the co-
valent bonds significantly deviate from the ideal tetrahedral bonding angle of 109°.
In the eLDS structure the TDS layers are just shifted by one third of their 2D unitcell
vectors and stacked on top of each other. As shown in Fig 4.3(a), stacking follows
ABCABC... and so on. It cannot be ABABAB... because in that case blue atoms
would be connected to dumbbell atoms from both sides, which would unfavorably
increase their coordination from four to five. The stacking of the sLDS structure is
similar, but the layers are staggered with respect to each other. This is represented
by a bar on top of the staggered layers.
Both eLDS and sLDS are open structures similar to the structure of cubic sili-
con. In fact, the mass densities of eLDS (2.10 g/cm3) and sLDS (2.11 g/cm3) are
smaller than that of cdSi (2.28 g/cm3). The interlayer distance in both eLDS and
sLDS structures are around 4.3 A˚. This is in contrast to experiments that find the
interlayer distance to be 3.1 A˚. Further work needs to be done to resolve this dis-
agreement between theory and experiment. Due to the covalent bonds connecting
LDS layers, the interlayer interaction is not like the weak van der Waals interaction
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Fig. 4.3 (a) The double unit cell of eclipsed layered dumbbell silicite (eLDS) including N=7
Si atoms per unit cell and single unit cell of staggered layered dumbbell silicite (sLDS) includ-
ing N=14 Si atoms per unit cell. (b) Side view showing the ABCABC... stacking of eLDS and
the AB¯CA¯BC¯A... stacking of sLDS. The bond lengths are given in Angstro¨m (Cahangirov et al.,
2014a).
found in graphite or MoS2. However, these covalent bonds are sparse compared to
those found between Si(111) layers in cubic silicon. The calculated cohesive ener-
gies are 4.42 eV and 4.43 eV per atom for eLDS and sLDS, respectively which is
very close to that of cdSi (4.60 eV).
The calculated vibrational frequencies of eLDS and sLDS phases are all found
to be positive. The absence of negative frequencies is taken as an evidence that
these layered phases are stable. The phonon bands of these structures presented in
Fig. 4.4 disclose interesting dimensionality effects. Specific optical branches are
flat and the lower lying branches overlap with the acoustical branches. One of the
acoustical branches of the sLDS structure dips in near the point L, indicating phonon
softening. We have also performed molecular dynamics simulations where (3×3×4)
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Fig. 4.4 (a) Brillouin Zones of cdSi and eLDS with relevant symmetry directions. (b) Phonon
bands of eLDS and sLDS. (c) Phonon bands of iLDS.
supercells of eLDS and (3×3×2) supercells of sLDS were kept at 1000 K for 4 ps.
No structural deformation was observed in the course of these simulations, which
corroborates the stability of these materials.
The layered character of eLDS and sLDS can be conveniently substantiated by
investigating the in-plane and out of plane Young modulus and by comparing them
with those of cdSi. The perpendicular Young’s moduli of eLDS and sLDS are cal-
culated as Y⊥=79.6 GPa and 76.4 GPa, respectively, while the Young’s modulus of
cdSi along [111] direction is 176.0 GPa and hence more than twice the value of LDS
phases. In contrast, the in-plane Young’s modulus calculated within TDS layers of
eLDS and sLDS are relatively higher, and are 176.3 GPa and 161.9 GPa, respec-
tively. These values are comparable with the Young’s modulus of cdSi calculated in
the (111) plane, which is 200 GPa. The dramatic differences between the Young’s
modulus of LDS structures and that of cdSi calculated in the direction perpendicular
to the layers confirm the layered nature of eLDS and sLDS phases.
The electronic structures of eLDS and sLDS phases have indirect band gaps,
which are wider than that of cdSi, as shown in Fig. 4.5(a). The calculated indirect
(direct) band gaps of eLDS and sLDS are 0.98 (1.43) eV and 1.26 (1.65) eV, re-
spectively. The indirect band gap of cdSi is 0.62 eV at the DFT-PBE level while
it is increased to 1.12 eV upon including many-body self-energy corrections at the
G0W0 level (Hedin, 1965; Shishkin and Kresse, 2007). With G0W0 correction the
indirect band gap of eLDS increased to 1.52 eV. Indirect (direct) band gaps of eLDS
and sLDS calculated by HSE06 hybrid functional are 1.92 eV (2.37 eV) and 1.88
eV (2.26 eV), respectively.
Owing to the different Brillouin zones it is difficult to directly compare the band
structures of LDS and cdSi. Therefore, the effects of the layered character on the
electronic structure are sought in the normalized densities of states (DOS). Fig-
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Fig. 4.5 (a) Energy band structure of eLDS and sLDS. Zero of energy is set to the the Fermi level.
Bands of eLDS folded by doubling the unit cell along a3 are shown by red lines. (b) Normalized
densities of states (DOS) of eLDS, sLDS and cdSi. The isosurfaces of the total charge density
shown by inset confirm the layered nature.
ure 4.5(b) shows the normalized DOSs of eLDS, sLDS and cdSi. Except for some
peak shifts, the DOSs of silicites are similar. Owing to the fourfold coordination of
Si atoms in all structures, the overall features of DOSs of LDS structures appear
to be reminiscent of that of cdSi. This confirms the fact that the overall features of
the bands of cdSi can be obtained within the first nearest neighbor coupling (Har-
rison and Ciraci, 1974). The total charge density, |ΨT |2 presented by inset, depicts
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Fig. 4.6 The calculated Kohn-Sham and G0W0 RPA optical absorption spectra for eLDS and cdSi.
that electrons are mainly confined to TDS layers. This is another clear manifestation
of the layered character of eLDS and sLDS phases. On the other hand, significant
differences are distinguished in the details of the electronic energy structures due
to deviations from tetrahedral coordination: (i) Indirect band gaps relatively larger
than that of cdSi can offer promising applications in micro and nanoelectronics. (ii)
Sharp peaks E3 and E4 near the edges of the valence and conduction bands, originate
from the states, which are confined to TDS layers and can add critical functionalities
in optoelectronic properties. (iii) A gap opens near the bottom of the valence band
at ∼ -11 eV; its edge states are also confined to TDS layers.
The in-plane and out of plane static dielectric responses also reflect the layered
nature of silicite. As a matter of fact, the calculated in-plane dielectric constant
of eLDS (sLDS) is ε‖=12.52 (12.85), while its out of plane dielectric constant is
ε⊥=11.69 (11.56). Those values are contrasted with the uniform dielectric constant,
ε=12.19 of cdSi. In Fig. 4.6 we present the optical absorption spectra of eLDS and
cdSi calculated at the RPA level using the Kohn-Sham wave functions and G0W0
corrected eigenvalues. The frequency dependent dielectric matrix takes different
values in the in-plane and out of the plane directions of eLDS while for cdSi it
is isotropic. One can see that the optical absorption of eLDS is significantly en-
hanced in the visible range compared to cdSi which makes it a potential candidate
material for photovoltaic applications. This enhancement is still present when we
rigidly shift the absorption spectra by the amount we get from G0W0 corrections
(Onida et al., 2002).
Chapter 5
Germanene, Stanene and Other 2D Materials
Germanene and stanene (also sometimes written stannene or called tinene) are 2D
materials composed of germanium and tin atoms respectively arranged in a honey-
comb structure similarly to graphene and silicene. The atomic structure of freestand-
ing germanene and stanene is buckled like in the case of silicene (see Fig. 2.4). DFT
calculations (Kresse and Joubert, 1999) performed by projector augmented wave
(PAW) method (Blo¨chl, 1994) and adopting PBE functional (Perdew et al., 1996)
result in a lattice constants 4.06 A˚ and 4.67 A˚ and buckling heights of 0.69 A˚ and
0.85 A˚ for germanene and stanene respectively. The structure of germanene was first
theoretically proposed together with that of silicene (Takeda and Shiraishi, 1994)
while stanene was explored later (Cahangirov et al., 2009; Sahin et al., 2009; Xu
et al., 2013b).
The vibrational modes of germanene and stanene are much softer than those of
silicene and graphene. In fact, the maximum of the longitudinal optical (LO) mode
is 183 cm−1, 286 cm−1, 555 cm−1 and 1605 cm−1 for stanene, germanene, silicene
and graphene, respectively. Some studies have found imaginary frequencies in the
out-of-plane acoustic (ZO) modes of germanene and stanene near the Brillouin zone
center (Cahangirov et al., 2009; Sahin et al., 2009; Tang et al., 2014). However, these
imaginary frequencies indicating instability are just artifacts caused by the numer-
ical accuracy that is not enough to evaluate the modes of germanene and stanene
that are too soft. One way to get rid of them is to use a finer mesh grid in the DFT
calculation. The phonon modes of germanene and stanene resulting from this kind
of calculation are presented in Fig. 5.1. Here, one can see the similarities between
the modes of germanene and stanene with those of silicene, shown in Fig 2.5.
The fact that all phonon modes are positive indicate the stability of germanene
and stanene. However, the larger ionic radius of germanium and tin atoms make
them even more in favor of sp3 hybridization compared to silicon. This is mirrored
in the bond angles of germanene and stanene that are θ=112.4° and 111.4° which
can be translated into the hybridization spD through D = −1/cos(θ) yielding 2.63
and 2.74, respectively. The corresponding value for silicene is 2.27, as shown in
Chapter 2. This means that the 2D structure of germanene and stanene are even
more delicate and vulnerable to forming 3D structures by clustering. However, sta-
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Fig. 5.1 The phonon modes of buckled germanene and stanene. The out of plane, transverse and
longitudinal acoustic and optical modes are denoted by ZA, TA, LA, ZO, TO and LO, respec-
tively. The LA and ZO modes of germanene and stanene (shown by red lines) change significantly
upon transformation from a planar (not shown here) to the buckled structure. A similar change is
observed in silicene as shown in Fig 2.5.
bilization of germanene and stanene could be possible on certain substrates as it is
the case for silicene.
The electronic energy bands of germanene and stanene are presented in Fig. 5.2.
The linearly crossing bands are preserved both in buckled germanene and stanene.
The contribution from s and pxy states to these bands is enhanced due to higher buck-
ling compared to silicene. The Fermi velocity was calculated (using PAW-PBE) to
be 0.52×106 m/s for germanene which is almost equal to that of silicene (see Chap-
ter 2) while for stanene it is 0.47×106 m/s. The most dramatic change, compared
to silicene, happens near the Brillouin zone center (Γ -point) where the gap shrinks
from 3.13 eV for silicene to 0.88 eV and 0.48 eV for germanene and stanene, re-
spectively. This gap shrinks even further, down to zero, when stanene is fluorinated.
However, it opens back if spin-orbit coupling is included in the calculation (Xu
et al., 2013b). This results in an intriguing electronic structure discussed below.
The exotic electronic properties of silicene, like being a topological insulator, are
further pronounced in germanene and stanene due to an even larger spin-orbit cou-
pling in germanium and tin atoms compared to silicon. Including spin-orbit coupling
opens a 1.55 meV, 23.9 meV and 73.5 meV gap between the linearly crossing bands
of silicene, germanene and stanene (Liu et al., 2011a,b). This is already enough
to observe the quantum spin Hall effect at temperatures much higher than that of
the liquid nitrogen. Remarkably, it is possible to go even further by functionalizing
stanene (Xu et al., 2013b). Fluorinating stanene saturates its pi-orbitals opening a
2 eV band gap at the K-point. However, it also closes the gap at the Γ -point, if spin-
orbit is not included. Including spin-orbit coupling induces a 0.3 eV gap making
fluorinated stanene a large-gap quantum spin Hall insulator that can operate at room
temperature. Similar to the well known case of HgTe quantum wells (Bernevig et al.,
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Fig. 5.2 The electronic structures of buckled germanene and stanene. The orbital character of each
state is shown by colors. The width of each line is proportional to the contribution from the orbital
denoted by the color of that line. The orbital with lower contribution is plotted on top of the one
that has higher contribution, which makes all contributions visible.
2006; Ko¨nig et al., 2007), the electronic states of fluorinated stanene become topo-
logically nontrivial through s-p type band inversion at theΓ -point (Xu et al., 2013b).
No such inversion occurs in hydrogenated stanene, also called stanane. Accordingly,
the nanoribbons of stanene and fluorinated stanene have helical edge states linearly
crossing at the Fermi level while stanane nanoribbons don’t have such states (Xu
et al., 2013b).
Another way to functionalize stanene is to pattern it with the dumbbell structures
(Tang et al., 2014). Similar to the silicene case (see Chapter 2) the most energeti-
cally favorable structure is large honeycomb dumbbell stanene (LHDT). The LHDT
structure is 0.18 eV/atom more favorable than buckled stanene. The band structure
calculation including spin-orbit coupling results in a 40 meV non-trivial gap at the
Γ -point of LDHT. In this case, the spin-orbit coupling lifts the degeneracy of two
pxy states at the valence band edge and the band inversion occurs between the pz
state at the conduction band edge and one of the pxy states. Similar to the case of
fluorinated stanene, zigzag nanoribbons of LDHT were shown to have helical edge
states.
Very recently, both germanene and stanene were synthesized on substrates. Ger-
manene was synthesized on Au(111) substrates by molecular beam epitaxy (Da´vila
et al., 2014). In this respect, synthesis of germanene is very similar to that of sil-
icene (Vogt et al., 2012), only here silver sample was exchanged for a gold (111)
one and the silicon source was replaced by a germanium evaporator to deposit Ge
atoms onto a clean Au(111) surface prepared in a standard fashion by Ar+ ion bom-
bardment and annealing. Low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and STM obser-
vations were performed at room temperature (RT) at different stages of the growth,
carried out at several substrate temperatures to determine potential candidates for
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(d) (e)
Fig. 5.3 (a) 16.2 nm×16.2 nm STM image of the modulated honeycomb √7×√7 superstructure
with a close-up in the bottom left corner (sample bias: 1.12 V, 1.58 nA; the
√
7×√7 unit cell is
drawn in black); (b) associated LEED pattern taken at 59 V; (c) schematic illustration of one sixth
of the pattern, filled dots: hidden (0,0) spot and integer order spots, open circles: spots correspond-
ing to the
√
7×√7 superstructure (in red), the √19×√19 one (in green) and the 5×5 (in blue).
(d) Initial position of Ge atoms (blue) on the top layer of Au(111) (gold). In this configuration,
each Ge atom has the same environment. The arrows correspond to both
√
3×√3 supercell of
germanene and
√
7×√7 supercell of Au(111) surface. (e) Top and side view of atomic structure
after optimization. Adapted from (Da´vila et al., 2014).
germanene in an overall multiphase diagram, as was already the case for silicon
deposition onto Ag(111). Germanene phases were obtained at 200 °C growth tem-
perature at about 1 ML coverage, as estimated from the 32 % attenuation of the Au
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4 f7/2 core level intensity. It covers extended regions, larger than 50×50 nm2 in size,
with a honeycomb appearance and a very small corrugation of just 0.01 nm, as well
as with a weak long range modulation in STM imaging, as displayed in Fig. 5.3.
Core-level spectroscopy revealed that Ge 3d states can be fitted with a very narrow,
asymmetric single component essentially signaling a unique environment of the ger-
manium atoms at the surface while spots corresponding to
√
7×√7, √19×√19
and 5×5 superstructure of Au(111) were observed in the LEED pattern. STM image
also supports a
√
7×√7 superstructure.
Actually, it is possible to place Ge atoms on top of the Au(111) surface in such
a way that each of them feels the same environment. This arrangement is shown in
Fig. 5.3(d). It turns out that this particular configuration corresponds to
√
3×√3
germanene matched by
√
7×√7 Au(111). This explains the √7×√7 superstruc-
ture observed in the LEED and the STM measurements. Furthermore, this matching
is made possible by stretching germanene layer which would make it rather flat.
This is also in accordance with STM findings. DFT calculations starting from such a
configuration results in optimized structures that reproduces the experimental STM
profile (Da´vila et al., 2014).
Even more uniform phase of germanene was synthesized at only 80°C on the
Al(111) surface (Derivaz et al., 2015). In this case, 2×2 supercell of germanene is
matched by 3×3 supercell of the Al(111) surface. Stanene, on the other hand, was
synthesized on Bi2Te3(111) substrate (Zhu et al., 2015). Due to the lattice match
stanene has no reconstruction. STM and ARPES measurements have confirmed the
atomic and electronic structures of stanene on Bi2Te3(111) obtained by DFT calcu-
lations.
5.1 Binary Compounds of Group IV and Group III-V Elements
The elemental 2D materials like silicene, germanene and stanene are natural ex-
tensions of graphene. One can extend the search for novel 2D materials further by
taking inspiration from hexagonal boron nitride (BN) that has been studied in detail
(Rubio et al., 1994; Jin et al., 2009). This approach leads to consideration of the bi-
nary compounds of Group IV elements like SiC, GeSn and etc. and those of Group
III-V elements like GaAs, BP and others (Sahin et al., 2009).
In the Fig. 5.4 we present a general trend for the energy per unit cell versus the
lattice constant. Some structures like graphene and hexagonal boron nitride have
only one energy minimum corresponding to a planar geometry while others like
silicene and GaAs have three energy minima. However, only the slightly buckled
structure that has a lattice constant close to that of the planar structure is stable. The
other two minima correspond to unstable structures. In fact, by analysing all possible
binary compounds of Group IV and Group III-V, it was shown that structures having
at least one element from the first row (that is B, C or N) have stable planar minimum
while others are buckled (Sahin et al., 2009).
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Fig. 5.4 Comparison of the total energy per unit cell versus the lattice constant for graphene,
silicene, hexagonal BN sheet and GaAs sheet. For each structure, zero of energy is set to the
minimum energy of a stable configuration. Adapted from (Sahin et al., 2009).
Phonon dispersions of 2D binary compounds of Group IV elements are presented
in the Fig. 5.5. The longitudinal and transverse optical modes are separated from
other modes. This separation is larger when the constituting elements are further
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apart in the periodic table. In planar structures, the out-of-plane optical mode mixes
with acoustical modes while in the buckled structures this mode is in between acous-
tical and other optical modes. Note that, all modes are positive for any combination
of Group IV elements, which means that they are all stable.
In the Fig. 5.6, we present the phonon dispersions of stable 2D materials consti-
tuted by Group III-V elements. One can immediately notice the similarity between
the phonon dispersions of graphene, germanene and stanene with that of the Group
III-V compounds at the same row, namely, BN, GaAs and InSb. Interestingly, 2D
AlP that is constituted by elements from the silicon row is unstable, all other com-
bination of elements in the neighbourhood of Al and P are stable. This exception
needs further elaboration. The out of plane optical mode comes very close to the
other optical modes at the K point of GaAs and InSb structures that are formed
from the same row elements. BN is also formed by the same row elements but it
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III-V elements. Adapted from (Sahin et al., 2009).
is planar and thus has an out-of-plane optical mode that is mixed with acoustical
modes, similar to aforementioned planar structures.
There are several clear trends in properties of 2D materials composed of Group
IV and Group III-V elements. In Fig. 5.7 we present the lattice constant and
the in-plane stiffness versus the cohesive energy per atomic pair. Note that, pla-
nar and buckled structures are clearly separated from each other while sharing
the same linear dependence on the cohesive energy versus lattice constant plot.
In-plane stiffnesses of graphene and hexagonal BN are significantly higher than
that of the rest. Here the cohesive energy, Ec, is calculated using the expression
Ec = ET [AB]−ET [A]−ET [B], where ET [AB] is the total energy per A-B pair of
the optimized honeycomb structure while ET [A] and ET [B] are the total energies of
free A and B atoms corresponding to nonmagnetic state. In-plane stiffness is cal-
culated by focusing on the harmonic range of the elastic deformation, where the
structure respondes to strain ε linearly. The rectangular supercell is pulled in x-
and y-directions over a regular mesh of strains εx and εy while the strain energy,
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2009).
ES = ET (ε)−ET (ε = 0) is determined. The data is then fitted to a two-dimensional
quadratic polynomial expressed by
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ES(εx,εy) = a1ε2x +a2ε
2
y +a3εxεy (5.1)
where εx and εy are the small strains along x- and y-directions in the harmonic
region. Due to the isotropy of the honeycomb structure a1 = a2. These parameters
can be related to the elastic stiffness constants by a1 = a2 = (h ·A0/2) ·C11, a3 = (h ·
A0) ·C12, where h and A0 are the effective thickness and equilibrium unitcell area of
the system, respectively. Hence one obtains Poisson’s ratio ν = -εtrans/εaxial , which
is equal to C12/C11 = a3/2a1. Similarly, the in-plane stiffness, C = h ·C11 · (1−
(C11/C12)2) = (2a1-(a3)2/2a1)/(A0). The calculated value of the in-plane stiffness
of graphene is in agreement with the experimental value of 340 (N/m) (Lee et al.,
2008).
Band structures of these materials were also investigated both by LDA and G0W0
methods. Interested reader is referred to (Sahin et al., 2009).
5.2 Borophene and Phosphorene
Isolated hexagonal boron sheet is theoretically predicted to be unstable (Boustani
et al., 1999). Boron has been shown to have metallic layered structure composed
of buckled triangular motifs in a partially filled honeycomb structure at a specific
hole density (Boustani et al., 1999; Tang and Ismail-Beigi, 2007). This configura-
tion allows the kind of chemical bonds that boron forms best: bonds among three
atoms rather than between two. However, as for silicene, germenene and stanane, a
hexagonal boron layer could be stabilized by the interaction with a substrate. Indeed
crystalline 2D boron sheets (i.e., borophene) on silver surfaces have been recently
synthesized (Mannix et al., 2015).
Phosphorene is a 2D material derived from the layered allotrope of phosphorus
called “black phosphorus”. Black phosphorus is the most stable allotrope of phos-
phorus and was synthesized a century ago (Bridgman, 1914). It has black color,
as the name suggests, and in general is very similar to graphite in terms of both
appearance and atomic structure. Despite this similarity, the single layer of black
phosphorus, named phosphorene, was unexplored, even for a decade after the syn-
thesis of graphene, the single layer of graphite. Phosphorene became a center of
attention after two groups managed to exfoliate single and few layers of phospho-
rene from black phosphorus (Reich, 2014; Liu et al., 2014b; Li et al., 2014). The
field-effect transistor made from few layers of phosphorene was shown to reach the
charge carrier mobility of 1000 cm2 V−1s−1 (Liu et al., 2014b).
The atomic structures of black phosphorus and phosphorene are presented in
Fig. 5.8. The structural parameters of the freestanding phosphorene shown in the
right panel of Fig. 5.8 are obtained by DFT calculations using the PAW-PBE ap-
proach (Kresse and Joubert, 1999; Blo¨chl, 1994; Perdew et al., 1996). The thickness
of phosphorene which is the height difference between the top and the bottom phos-
phorus atoms is 2.10 A˚. Although the threefold coordination of atoms in phospho-
rene reminds the honeycomb structure of silicene, there are significant differences.
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Fig. 5.8 Atomic and electronic structure of borophene and phosphorene.
The structure of phosphorene is reminiscent of the (110) plane of the diamond struc-
ture while silicene is related to the (111) plane. However, the bond angles of phos-
phorene are significantly smaller than the tetrahedral angle 109.5° due to the fact
that phosphorus is a group V element.
Experiments have shown that black phosphorus has a direct band gap of 0.31-
0.36 eV at the Γ -point (Warschauer, 1963; Narita et al., 1983; Maruyama et al.,
1981) which is very well reproduced by the DFT calculations (Liu et al., 2014b).
The DFT calculations also show that, as one goes from bulk black phosphorus to
single layer phosphorene, the band gap increases linearly with respect to the inverse
of the number of phosphorene layers reaching 1.0 eV at the single layer. The band
gap of phosphorene becomes 2.31 eV (C¸akır et al., 2014) when the self-energy cor-
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rections are included at the G0W0 level (Hedin, 1965; Shishkin and Kresse, 2007).
On the other hand, the excitonic binding energy calculated by solving the Bethe-
Salpeter equation (Salpeter and Bethe, 1951; Onida et al., 2002) was found to be
0.70 eV (C¸akır et al., 2014). Hence, the optical gap is predicted to be 1.61 eV.
This is in agreement with the measured photoluminescence spectrum of single layer
phosphorene that has a peak at 1.45 eV (Liu et al., 2014b).
The atomic structure of phosphorene is highly anisotropic compared to other 2D
materials that have honeycomb symmetry. This anisotropy is reflected in the opti-
cal absorption spectra of phosphorene (Tran et al., 2014). Monolayer phosphorene
absorbs light polarized along the armchair direction (a1 in Fig. 5.8) with energies
1.1 eV and above. This lower bound in the energy of absorbed armchair-polarized
light goes down to 300 meV when the number of layers are increased from mono-
layer phosphorene to the bulk black phosphorus. On the other hand, light polarized
along the zigzag direction (a2 in Fig. 5.8) is absorbed if its energy exceeds 2.5 eV.
In this case, the absorption spectrum has minor changes when the number of layers
are varied. This means that armchair-polarized light having energy in the range from
1.1 eV to 2.5 eV will be absorbed by phosphorene while zigzag-polarized light with
the same energy will pass through. This makes phosphorene a natural linear polar-
izer with an energy window that can be tuned by the number of layers.
5.3 Transition metal dichalcogenides
The remarkable properties of monolayer graphene have triggered interest in ultra-
thin materials with similar crystal structure. Among these, Transition Metal Dichalco-
genides (TMDs) are the most promising. Here we note that especially this field is
evolving very fast and we can only mention a few points. Bulk forms of TMDs have
been used in industrial applications such as lubricant materials, coating technology,
water splitting and petroleum refining. Although there were many studies before,
the research on TMDs got an extra boost after the synthesis of graphene.
Although TMDs in bulk form have been investigated for long time, recent ad-
vances in experimental techniques revealed many unique properties of single layers
of TMDs:
• while graphene is semimetallic, single layer TMDS are semiconductors,
• TMDs become much more resistant against mechanical deformations when they
are synthesized in the form of a single layer,
• the band gaps of TMDs strongly depend on the number of layers,
• even the direct/indirect nature of the allowed optical transitions can be controlled
via the number of layers,
• TMDs exhibit strain-tunable vibrational spectra and electronic properties,
• in contrast to graphene, the surfaces of TMDs possess tunable chemical proper-
ties,
• TMDs have localized plasmons with a confinement factor that can be an order of
magnitude larger than that of graphene
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Fig. 5.9 Possible phases of TMD crystal structures are visualized from a top view of their single
layers.
• chiral light emission from K and K valleys is possible in TMDs
• for different combinations of metal and chalcogen atoms TMDs can form vari-
ous phases that have diverse electronic properties ranging from semiconducting,
superconducting to ferromagnetic.
Because of these reasons TMDs are very promising materials for nanoscale elec-
tronic and opto-electronic device applications.
TMDs are a class of materials with the general formula MX2, where M is a tran-
sition metal element and X is a chalcogen (S, Se or Te). In each individual layer
of their lamellar crystal structure, a monolayer lattice of metal atoms is sandwiched
between two chalcogen layers, and, hence, each metal atom is surrounded by six
chalcogen atoms. While weak layer-layer interactions in TMDs enable easy exfo-
liation of individual layers, strong covalent nature of in-plane bonds makes these
structures strong and flexible. As shown in Figure 5.9, depending on their con-
stituent atoms, the TMDs crystal structures can be found in three different phases;
H, T and distorted-T. In the following we survey these phases in details.
Many of the TMDs such as MoS2, MoSe2, MoTe2, WS2 and WSe2 crystallize in
a hexagonal graphene-like structure. As shown in Figure 5.9(a) and Figure 5.10(a),
each metal atom binds six chalcogen atoms by forming a prismatic configuration.
This trigonal prismatic configuration has D3h lattice symmetry. Because of large
atomic distances between metal atoms the interaction of d-orbital states are neg-
ligible. So far, experiments have revealed that single layers of dichalcogenides of
molybdenum and tungsten have ground state structures with D3h symmetry. This
phase of single layer TMDs is called 1H. In bulk structures, stacking of individ-
ual layers results in an alternatingly rotated sequence which is called hexagonal
symmetric 2H phase that belongs to the inversion-symmetric D6h point group (see
Figure 5.10(b)). In contrast to weak inter-layer interactions that allows easy me-
chanical exfoliation, metal and chalcogen atoms have strong intra-plane bonds that
have covalent character.
Another unique characteristic of the TMDs H phase is thickness dependent elec-
tronic properties. Starting from the early experiments (Mak et al., 2010; Splendiani
et al., 2010) revealing the strongly enhanced photoluminescence intensity of ultra-
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Fig. 5.10 (a) Perspective top view and (b) side view of MX2s in H phase. The primitive unit cell
containing two layers is represented by the black rectangle. (c) Characteristic band dispersions of
H-MX2 type bulk (in blue) and single layer (in red) structures.
thin MoS2, the thickness dependent characteristics of this family has been the focus
of interest. The main reason of such a dramatic change in the optical spectrum stems
from band gap crossover. The characteristic electronic band dispersion of dichalco-
genides of Mo and W is presented in Figure 5.10(c). It is seen that the bulk structure
is an indirect band gap semiconductor with band edges located at the Γ and Γ −K
points, while the monolayer crystal structure is a semiconductor with a direct band
gap at the K high symmetry point. While the top of the valence band is mainly com-
posed of Mo-d orbitals, the conduction band minimum is formed by hybridization of
Mo-d and Se-p orbitals. Another interesting point in the electronic dispersion is the
large spin-orbit splitting which is always found around the K symmetry point. Such
a large spin-orbit splitting has never been reported for other graphene-like materials.
Furthermore, the 1H phase is not the only possible phase for single layer TMDs.
Some of the single layer TMDs such as TaS2, TiSe2, SnS2 and HfS2 form trigonal
anti-prismatic configurations as shown in Figure 5.9(b). Differing from the H phase,
bulk structures with T phase prefer AA type stacking in which same type of atoms
are located on top of each other. However, the trigonal anti-prismatic configuration
of monolayer T structure belongs to the D3d point group. Although, 1H and 1T con-
figurations result in slightly different hexagonal crystal structures, their electronic
spectrum turns out to be very different. Most of the experimental data and theo-
retical predictions show that 1T structures have metallic character (Ozaydin et al.,
2014, 2015; Joe et al., 2014; Kang et al., 2015). One notes that the spatial overlap
of the d-state electrons with neighboring metal and chalcogen atoms plays a more
important role in the T phase.
In contrast to TMDs in the H phase, TMDs forming T phase have robust metallic
behavior which is independent from their thickness. In addition, recent studies have
also revealed that apart from TMDs some other dihalogen and dichalcogen com-
pounds may form stable monolayer structures that have 1T symmetry. For instance,
while FeCl2 is a ferromagnetic semiconductor with half-metallic behavior (Torun
et al., 2015) SnS2 is a direct bandgap semiconductor (Ahn et al., 2015).
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Fig. 5.11 (a) HRTEM images of ReS2 taken from in- and out-of-plane directions; scale bar: 20
nm. (b) the flake’s basal plane is perpendicular to the electron beam and (c) the other basal plane
of the flake is oriented parallel to the beam. (d) pressure dependent shift in Raman-active phonon
modes of ReS2 and MoS2.
More interestingly, recent studies have also revealed that single layer TMDs may
form distorted lattice structures. For instance, it was noticed that mechanically ex-
foliated ReS2 and ReSe2 single layers, which are expect to be in the 1T phase, are
neither in the 1H nor the 1T phase (Tongay et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2015a). As firstly
demonstrated for ReS2, 1H and 1T phases can only be obtained through simple to-
tal energy calculations, but, however, they are dynamically unstable. Since each Re
atom has seven valence electrons, there is one dangling electron on each Re atom
when the six-coordinated H or T phase is formed. However, when the distorted-T
phase is constructed through the formation of Re-Re dimers the total energy of the
system is 1.1 eV (per ReS2 unit) lowered and the resulting structure was found to
be dynamically stable as well.
Due to the increased Re-Re interaction in ReS2 the hexagonal lattice is narrowed
along one of the lattice vectors and the symmetry of the structure obeys neither
D3d nor D3h symmetry. This disturbed lattice structure with its broken symmetry is
referred as distorted-1T structure (see Figure 5.9(c)). Here the phase transition is di-
rectly driven by the Re atoms. It appears that the use of different metal atoms during
the synthesis of MX2 structures may result in new TMDs that have various phases
and novel electronic properties. Formation of such dimers was also confirmed by
HRTEM measurements (Tongay et al., 2014). Moreover, such a reconstruction also
leads to a decrease in intraplanar polarization and to a vanishing interlayer coupling.
As a result of these combined unusual effects the ReS2 and ReSe2 crystal structures
become electronically and vibrationally decoupled. As presented in Figure 5.11(d),
as a consequence of Re-induced inter planar decoupling, the eigenfrequencies of
the Raman-active vibrational modes of ReS2 change very slightly even under very
high hydrostatic pressures. However, mode hardening in the phonon frequencies of
MoS2 is much larger than in ReS2.
More interestingly, recent studies also revealed that distorted phases of TMDs
can also be induced by simple adsorption processes. Although the T phase of MoS2
has never been experimentally observed, it is possible to stabilize a T phase over
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the H phase through adsorption of Li atoms on the MoS2 surface (Esfahani et al.,
2015). Moreover, the dynamical stability of the resulting 1T-Li2MoS2 structure was
investigated by performing phonon and molecular dynamics calculations at finite
temperatures. They showed that the perfect T structure is unstable toward clustering
of Mo and Li atoms even at low temperatures, while the distorted structure remains
stable up to about 500 K. Therefore, as supported by phonon calculations, fully
lithium covered MoS2, Li2MoS2, has a distorted 1T structure that resembles the
diamond-like dimerized crystal structure of ReX2 (X=S, Se).
5.4 Chalcogenides of Sn
Very recent experiments have also shown that apart from the elemental monolayer
crystal structure of tin, called stanene, various tin sulphide structures can be stabi-
lized in ultra-thin single layer form.
Similar to TMDs MoS2 and WS2 monolayer SnS2 possesses a three-atomic
hexagonal primitive unit cell. However, differing from TMDs that have mostly a
1H phase, SnS2 crystallizes in a 1T phase. As shown in Figure 5.12, the trigonally
arranged subplane of Sn atoms is sandwiched by two S-subplanes. While the 1H
phase belongs to the P6m2 space group where subplanes are ABA stacked, the 1T
phase is a member of the P3m2 space group where subplanes are ABC stacked. Re-
cently, Bacaksiz et al. found that the 1T phase of the SnS2 is 875 meV/cell more
favorable over the 1H phase, by performing ab initio DFT calculations. The primi-
tive lattice vectors of 1T-SnS2 can be given as v1 = a( 12 ,
√
3
2 ,0), v2 = a(
1
2 ,−
√
3
2 ,0)
where |v1| = |v2| and a is the lattice constant (a = b). In this cell the fractional co-
ordinates of Sn, top S and bottom S atoms are given by ( |v1|2 ,
|v1|
2 ,0), (
|v1|
6 ,
|v1|
6 ,
c
2 ),
and ( 5|v1|6 ,
5|v1|
6 ,− c2 ), respectively (where c is the distance between the subplanes of
S atoms). In this configuration the lattice parameter and Sn-S inter-atomic distance
are calculated to be 2.59 and 3.68 A˚, respectively.
While TMDs such as MoS2 and WS2 are direct band gap semiconductors whose
valence band and conduction band edges are located at the K symmetry point, the
1T-SnS2 crystal is a semiconductor with an indirect bandgap of 1.58 eV. The HSE06
corrected bandgap is found to be 2.40 eV. It was also shown that 1T-SnS2 has a non-
magnetic ground state. In addition, a possibility of easy tuning of the stacking se-
quence of SnS2 bilayers by two different ways, charging and application of loading
pressure, was described.
Very recently, Ahn et al. reported the successful synthesis of monolayer SnS2 on
SiO2/Si substrates by a vapor transport method (Ahn et al., 2015). In the growth pro-
cedure while the precursor molecules are SnO2 and S2, the products are determined
by the added H2. It was also measured that SnS2 exhibits n-type electronic charac-
ter with a 2.77 eV band gap, which implies presence of defects or impurities at its
surface of SnS2. The interest on monolayer orthorhombic crystals was triggered by
the synthesis of phosphorene that has easy tunable and highly anisotropic electronic
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Fig. 5.12 Atomic structure and electronic band dispersion of SnS2 (top) and SnS (bottom).
properties. In their study, Ahn et al. also achieved the synthesis of orthorhombic
SnS crystals by tuning the amount of H2 added during gas-phase synthesis.
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Metal  
O  
H
Fig. 5.13 Top and tilted side view of M(OH)2. The primitive unitcell is shown by the black
lozenge. The six-coordinated bonding nature of the metal atom is shown by polyhedra. Grey, red
and blue balls represent metal atom, oxygen and hydrogen, respectively.
Experiments also revealed that n-type doping occurs in synthesized orthorhombic
SnS which has an energy band gap of 1.26 eV. As shown in Figure 5.12, differing
from hexagonal 1T phase of SnS2, the orthorhombic phase possesses a direct band
gap at the vicinity of the zone center which makes it more suitable for optoelectronic
device applications.
5.5 Portlandite and Brucite
The synthesis of monolayer graphene from bulk graphite not only gave researchers,
for the first time, access to a quasi-two dimensional (2D) crystal, but it also drew
significant attention to similar layered bulk structures such as Alkaline Earth Metal
Hydroxides (AEMHs). AEMHs can be represented by the general chemical for-
mula M(OH)2 where M is the alkaline-earth metal. Bulk single crystals of AEMHs
are layered structures that belong to the P3m1 space group. In this layered crystal
structure shown in Figure 5.13 the metal atoms fill all of the octahedral sites in al-
ternating layers, while the OH pairs form a hexagonal close packed arrangement. In
AEMHs, while the bonding has mainly ionic character, it has also partial covalent
character.
One of the most well-known AEMH is portlandite, presented by the chemical
formula Ca(OH)2, which is the main product of hydration of portland cement. Al-
though portlandite has been known for a long time, synthesis and understanding
the characteristic properties of its monolayer structures have not been studied until
2015. In our study we, experimentally and theoretically investigated bulk, bilayer,
and monolayer portlandites (Aierken et al., 2015). Firstly we showed that single
crystal Ca(OH)2 monolayers can be exfoliated from their bulk form onto different
substrates. By performing ab initio total energy calculations, the lattice parameter,
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Fig. 5.14 (a) Electronic band dispersion and (b) vibrational spectrum of single layer Ca(OH)2.
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Fig. 5.15 Left panel: phonon dispersion of monolayer brucite calculated by using two different
methodologies. Right panel: characteristic eigenmotions. Orange, red and blue balls represent Mg,
O and H atoms, respectively.
the Ca-O distance and the O-H distance are calculated as 3.62, 2.38 and 0.97 A˚, re-
spectively. The electronic band dispersion shown in Figure 5.14(a) shows that single
layer portlandite is a direct semiconductor with a large bandgap. While GGA-PBE
approximated bandgap is 3.67 eV, HSE06 approach gives bandgap of 5.16 eV which
is usually close to the optical bandgap of the materials.
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Analysis of the phonon dispersion of the monolayer structure revealed that it is
a dynamically stable crystal structure and the decomposition of the vibration rep-
resentation of optical modes at the zone center is Γ = 4Eu + 2A2u + 4Eg + 2A1g.
As shown in the right panel of Figure 5.14(b), there are four Raman-active phonon
branches around 240, 350, 390, and 3700-3800 cm−1. It is also worth noting that as
opposed to other TMDCs structures that have the 1T phase, the presence of H atoms
results in the existence of two different Eg and A1g modes. It was also found that,
similar to the Raman shift measurements observed from the bulk crystal structure,
the monolayer material also has high-frequency OH stretching modes at 3700-3800
cm−1.
Another well-known AEMH is brucite, with the chemical formula Mg(OH)2.
The bulk brucite mineral has been used widely in industrial applications as magne-
sium source and flame retardant. Our experimental measurements and calculations
revealed that single layer crystal structures of AEMHs of Ca and Mg share many of
the same electronic and vibrational characteristics. While bulk brucite has a direct
bandgap of 6.17 eV at the Γ point, (HSE06 corrected bandgap), the direct bandgap
of monolayer brucite is calculated to be 4.80 eV. Regarding the indirect-to-direct
bandgap crossover in well-known TMDs, AEMHs that have a robust, thickness-
independent band character, have an entirely different behavior. Moreover, our ex-
periments demonstrated that when MoS2 is supported by Mg(OH)2, its photolu-
minescence intensity is enhanced significantly. It is seen that due to the structural
stability, thickness-independent robust electronic behavior, good dielectric prop-
erty and unique optical performance in heterostructure applications AEMHs hold
promise for future nanoscale device applications.
5.6 Concluding Remarks
Layered materials offer a new perspective in the development of low dimensional
materials with a wealth of novel electronic and mechanical properties. An exciting
aspect of 2D materials is stacking them into structures that are still very thin, such
that we take advantage of the vastly different properties of different layered materi-
als, creating previously unimagined devices made of atomically thick components.
Each 2D material known or to be discovered is like a Lego brick that we can use to
build new materials with tailored properties.
We have been living with those layered materials for very long time: graphite,
hex-BN, the family of transition metal dichalgogenides (TMD), layered oxides, etc.
All of them are well characterized in a bulk 3D stacked configuration, however the
boom of the field of 2D materials started with the rise of graphene and its derivatives.
Exfoliation of already existing bulk materials offer a direct way to get layered single
(and few layers) of hex-BN and TMDs. The impressive rise of graphene, due to its
exceptional electronic and mechanical properties, has spurred many scientists to
searching for alternative 2D materials with heavy elements such as Si, Ge and Sn.
This race has led to the synthesis and/or prediction of many other atomically-thin
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materials. These materials promise to improve nano electronics and open up entirely
new ways of carrying information, for example by exploiting quantum properties
such as the electron spin (spintronics), or the presence of two electrons valley states
in many 2D materials that offers a direct way to digital switches (valleytronics).
Since no net flow of charge is required in spintronics or valleytronics the problem
of heating and power dissipation might disappear.
In the last years we have witnessed an important incorporation in that family
of layered material based on new single element layered structures made of group
III (B), group IV (Si,Ge and Sn) and group V (P) elements have been proposed
and few of them already synthesized not in isolated form but supported on metallic
substrates. Particularly the 2D group IV materials that include graphene, silicene,
germanene and stanene and group V phosphorene have attracted enormous interests
due to their exotic electronic properties and potential applications in nanoelectroics,
spintronics, optical materials as well as an ideal testbed for the understanding of
novel phenomena as topological superconductivity, near-room-temperature quan-
tum (half-integer) anomalous Hall (QAH) effect enhanced thermoelectric perfor-
mance and dissipationless electric conduction at room temperature. The QSHE is
of broad interest because of its scientific importance as a novel quantum state of
matter and its potential for technological applications in the fields of spintronics,
valleytronics and quantum computation.
As the material research community turns its attention to 2D materials beyond
graphene, new 2D materials are discovered (or re-discovered) on a weekly basis.
There are estimated to be a few hundred more that are waiting to be explored, and the
research on 2D materials will stay active in the foreseeable future. Among the vast
number of 2D materials, elemental 2D materials occupies a special place due to their
diverse properties and their mono-elemental nature. Its conceivable that eventually
only few 2D materials will find their way into industry, if at all. We believe that
elemental 2D materials will be among those selected few.

Chapter 6
Strain Engineering of 2D Materials
When bulk structures are thinned down to their monolayers, degree of orbital inter-
actions, mechanical properties and electronic band dispersion of the crystal structure
become highly sensitive to the amount of applied strain. The source of strain on the
ultra-thin lattice structure can be (i) an external device or a flexible substrate that
can stretch or compress the structure, (ii) the lattice mismatch between the layer and
neighboring layers or (iii) stress induced by STM or AFM tip.
6.1 MoS2
Among the ultra-thin TMDs MoS2 is the most studied one due to its easy synthesis,
semiconducting nature, atomically perfect surface structure and abundance. It has
also been shown experimentally and computationally that elastic strain is a viable
agent for creating a continuously varying bandgap profile in an initially homoge-
neous, atomically thin single layer MoS2 which is highly desirable for its use in
photovoltaics, photocatalysis and photodetection (Feng et al., 2012b). As shown by
Feng et al. the electronic bandgap of the single layer structure can be tuned signifi-
cantly and reversibly upon biaxial strain (see Fig. 6.1). Therefore, it was also shown
that single layer MoS2 based photovoltaic devices can capture broad range of the
solar spectrum upon application of strain. Moreover, these devices can concentrate
excitons and charge carriers in desired domains of the crystal structure.
Another device example is optoelectronic crystal of artificial atoms in strain-
textured MoS2 (Li et al., 2015). This was achieved by transferring as-grown MoS2
sheet onto assembled SiO2 nanocones and then soaking it in ethylene glycol to re-
move the trapped air bubbles while optimizing the strain (see Fig. 6.2). The evap-
oration of ethylene glycol from the interface generates capillary force that applies
local strain to the MoS2 sheet. It was shown that a synthetic superlattice of capillary-
pressure-induced nanoindentation of monolayer molybdenum disulphide forms an
optoelectronic crystal capable of broadband light absorption which covers the en-
tire visible wavelength and most intensive wavelengths of the solar spectrum. It was
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Fig. 6.1 (a) Strain dependent electronic band structure of monolayer MoS2 under different biaxial
strains from 0 (blue line) to 9 percent (red line). (b) Direct and indirect bandgaps under differ-
ent biaxial strains calculated using DFT and GW. Strain-dependent (c) absorption spectra and (d)
quasi-particle energy of electron and hole. Adapted from (Feng et al., 2012b).
Fig. 6.2 (a) Schematic of strained MoS2 indented by SiO2 nanocones, where the regions on the
tips of nanocones exhibit highest tensile strain while the areas between nanocones are less strained.
(b) Cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the nanocone substrate. Solid
curve delineates the nanocone shape. Scale bar is 500nm. (c) Tilted false-color SEM image of the
2D strained MoS2 crystal defined by the nanocone array. Scale bar is 500nm. (d) AFM topography
of the 2D MoS2 strain crystal. Scale bar is 1m. (e) STM topography of a single artificial atom
building block within the crystal. Scale bar is 100nm. Adapted from (Li et al., 2015)
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Fig. 6.3 Strain-dependent phonon dispersion and frequency shift in single layer MoSe2. Adapted
from (Horzum et al., 2013).
also discussed by Li et al. that such two-dimensional semiconductors with spatially
textured band gaps represent a new class of materials, which may find applications
in next-generation optoelectronics or photovoltaics.
6.2 MoSe2
Lattice vibrations of single layer MoSe2 crystal that has the D3h point group sym-
metry can be characterized by nine phonon branches including three acoustic and
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Valence band edge is set to zero. Adapted from (Horzum et al., 2013).
six optical branches. While LA and TA acoustic branches have linear dispersion,
the frequency of the out of plane flexural (ZA) mode has a quadratic dispersion in
the vicinity of q = 0. Decomposition of optical vibrations at the zone center reveals
that there are 2E
′′
, 2E
′
, A1
′
and A2
′′
modes. While atoms have in-plane motion in
E modes they move in out-of-plane direction in A modes. Among these 6 optical
branches only 2E
′′
, 2E
′
and A
′
1 modes are Raman-active and measurable in Raman
intensity measurements. Ab initio calculations show that the lattice dynamics of
single layer MoSe2 is quite sensitive to the applied strain (Horzum et al., 2013).
As shown in Figure 6.3 while the phonon branches having in-plane motion symme-
try are softened significantly, out-of-plane Raman-active phonon branch are almost
insensitive to applied biaxial strain.
Horzum et al. also showed that not only vibrational properties but also electronic
characteristics of the monolayer MoSe2 can be tuned by applied biaxial strain. As
presented in Figure 6.4, when the tensile strain is increased, electronic states around
the K symmetry point rapidly shift down to lower energies and the shift in other
regions of the Brillouin Zone is quite slower. Therefore, after a certain strain value
(3 percent) monolayer MoSe2 which is a direct bandgap semiconductor in its ground
state becomes an indirect semiconductor.
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Fig. 6.6 Strain-dependent phonon dispersion and frequency shift in single layer WSe2. Adapted
from (Sahin et al., 2013b).
6.3 WSe2
Following theoretical findings on single layer MoSe2, one can expect similar behav-
ior in electronic and vibrational characteristics of single layer WSe2. Both structures
have the same crystal symmetry and both Mo and W atoms have the same chemi-
cal characteristics. However, Sahin et al. reported some unique features, that do not
exist in other TMDs, in the vibrational spectrum of WSe2 (Sahin et al., 2013b).
As shown in Fig. 6.5(a), experimentally observed most prominent Raman peak
is located at 252 cm−1. While other semiconducting TMDs are characterized by
well-separated Eg and Ag Raman peaks, bulk WSe2 has just one prominent peak in
its spectrum. Experiments revealed that there is an additional Raman-active mode
which is only visible when the structure becomes ultra-thin. Deeper understanding
of this anomaly was provided by theoretical calculations performed (Sahin et al.,
2013b). As shown in Figure 6.5(b), in theoretically observed phonon dispersion of
the bulk WSe2 well-separated Eg and Ag Raman-active modes have an ”acciden-
tal degeneracy”. Furthermore, it was also seen that bilayer and monolayer crystal
structures of WSe2 possess the same unique feature (see Figures 6.5(d)-(e)).
Then, the question is why the accidental degeneracy, which is a characteristics
of WSe2, is broken in experiments. Since the secondary Raman-active peak (shoul-
der of the most prominent peak) in spectrum is visible only in ultra-thin crystals,
an explanation based on the substrate-induced strain is quite reasonable. As shown
in Figure 6.6, while the biaxial strain on monolayer crystal structure has no influ-
ence on the accidentally degenerate modes, these phonon branches become well-
separated upon application of mild uniaxial strain. The response of the crystal struc-
ture against tensile strain is found to be the same in both zigzag and armchair direc-
tions. Therefore, one can conclude the reason of broken accidentally degeneracy as
the substrate-induced uniaxial strain.
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Fig. 6.7 Strain-dependent phonon dispersion and frequency shift in single layer ReSe2. Adapted
from (Yang et al., 2015b).
6.4 ReSe2
In addition to large amount of research effort on dichalcogenides of molybde-
num and tungsten (group-VI TMDs), recent studies have also focused on crys-
Fig. 6.8 Electrical characterization on strained ReSe2. (a) Schematic drawing of a two-terminal
ReSe2 wrinkles device. (b) I-V curves of a twoterminal ReSe2 wrinkles device under different
prestrain. Adapted from (Yang et al., 2015b).
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tal structures of group-VII TMDs such as ReS2 and ReSe2 (Tongay et al., 2014;
Yang et al., 2015b). Differing from other TMDs extra electron in the d-orbitals
of Rhenium atom leads to large differences. For example, ReS2 and ReSe2 lack
dimensional-crossover-driven indirect-to-direct gap transition but possess strong in-
plane anisotropy and a rich Raman spectrum.
In a recent study, Yang et al. showed that local strain induced by generation
of wrinkles reduces the optical gap as evidenced by red-shifted photoluminescence
peak (Fig. 6.7(a)-(c)). It was also shown that locally-strained domain is not only pro-
vides a enhanced PL intensity but also a suitable playground for exciton recombina-
tion (Yang et al., 2015b). In addition, theoretical calculations, shown in Fig. 6.7(b),
revealed that while the effect of local strain along the direction perpendicular to
Re-Re dimers is ignorable, strain applied along the direction parallel to the dimers
significantly alters the band gap. It was also experimentally demonstrated that for-
mation of wrinkles may also leads to the presence of local magnetism. Furthermore,
locally wrinkled domains in in ReSe2 have also strain-tunable I-V characteristics as
shown in Fig. 6.8.
6.5 Black Phosphorus
Another promising material in the family of ultra-thin crystal structures is phos-
phorene (black phosphorus). Structural stability, anisotropic structural properties,
a high on-current, a high hole field-effect mobility, and a high on/off ratio in few
layer phosphorene FETs make black phosphorus suitable for various optoelectronic
nanoscale device applications. Buscema et al. demonstrated that black phospho-
rus is an appealing candidate for tunable photodetection applications due its unique
properties such as (i) FETs allowing for ambipolar operation in the dark state and
(ii) broadband (from the visible region up to 940 nm) with fast detection (rise time
of about 1 ms) when illuminated (Buscema et al., 2014).
In addition, strain dependent electronic, quantum transport and optical properties
of black phosphorus were investigated by a recent theoretical study (Horzum et al.,
2014). As shown in Fig. 6.9, single layer phosphorus has different responses against
compressive and tensile strain. While tensile strain has no significant effect on the
electronic structure, energy bandgap is quite sensitive to the compressive strain. It is
also seen that while the states at the valence band edge are not affected by the strain,
conduction band edges, especially around the Γ point, rapidly shifts down in energy
space. Therefore, such behavior results in metallicity after 6 percent compressive
strain. However, rapid shift in C band edge upon tensile strain may also lead to
metallicity in monolayer phosphorus. Furthermore, stemming from the structural
anisotropy, black phosphorus shows different quantum transport characteristics in
armchair and zigzag directions.
To conclude, graphene, silicene and similar ultra-thin crystals are quite promising
building blocks for a wide range of strain-based device applications such as strain
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sensors, stretchable electrodes, flexible field-effect transistors, electromechanical,
piezoelectric devices.
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Fig. 6.9 Evolution of electronic band dispersion and conductance of single-layer phosphorene
under biaxial strain. A, B, and C mark the top of the valence band, bottom of the conduction band,
and the second lowest conduction band at the Γ point, respectively. Shaded regions depict the
upper part of the valence and lower part of the conduction bands.
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